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Z)EAN 'S CORNER
On the Brink of Greatness

[I

our Law School stands at the brink of

the early '90's, tl1e University began to signifi-

being rightfully and widely recog-

cantly increase tuition for law students. The

nized for its excellence, yet potential

goal was to make students pay for a greater

danger lies ahead. A future that looks so bright

share oftl1eir educational costs, in part

also has road blocks that must be avoided or

because tl1e demand for law school was high

overcome if we are to firmly establish our rep-

and in part because University administrators

utation among the top law schools in the

believed those costs could be more easily

country. The confluence of several events

borne by students who, after graduation and

beginning in the last decade coupled with

entry into a career in law, would have more

recent developments creates a unique oppor-

resources available to repay tl1e costs of educa-

tunity and challenge for our law school, but

tion. In the abstract tllis approach sounds

with your continued help and support, the

Kenneth D. Dean, Interim Dean

future is bright. Let me explain.
First, several developments bode well for our future.

appealing and logical. However, good stu dents have a choice of law schools. In the last

few years, those students have begun to make choices based

Under the leadership of Dean Dale Whitman, we began and

upon cost and perceived differences in rankings between

successfully completed a campaign for a new law building-

schools. Further, as tuition has risen students have also been

John K. Hulston Hall. As we moved into the new facility,

forced to borrow more to pay for law school. The debt load

Dean Tim Heinsz took over and continued our progress.

last year for the average MU law graduate was about

During his tenure as dean, which ended this summer (thank-

$50,000, more than double the figure of five years ago.

fully Tim will continue at MU as a professor), we significantly

As a result of the tuition increases of tl1e '90's, M U's

increased course offerings and reduced the average class size

tuition ($10,066) now exceeds that of every surrounding

by almost doubling the number of facu lty; student-faculty

state, except Illinois ($10,286). Our tuition for an in -state

ratios improved; we began a highly successful LL.M. degree

resident is almost double tl1at of Arkansas ($5,752 ),

in Dispute Resolution; for the last tl1ree years in a row we

Nebraska ($4,993 ), Oklahoma ($5,560 ), and Tennessee

achieved a first-place ranking as tl1e nation's best dispute res-

($5,870 ). Iowa is $3,000 below Missouri and Colorado

olution program; we increased our private endowment from

4,000 below. Incredible as it may seem, a Missouri resident

about $6 million to almost $28 million; we increased the

can attend law school as a nonresident in Arkansas, Kentucky,

number of women and minority faculty; and we continued to

Oklahoma and Tennessee, and, over a three-year period pay

attract outstanding Missouri students to your law school.

less-in some cases far less-than he or she would pay to

Under tl1e exemplary leadership of Dale and Tim, your

attend MU. That result occurs because a nonresident can

school has significantly advanced. However, this trend is

become a resident for tuition purposes after one year in most

unlikely to continue without a significant infusion of new

states. Those same nonresident Missourians could attend

funds, whether from the State/ University or from significant

Colorado and Nebraska for essentially tl1e same cost as MU

gifts from alumni and friends.

over three years.

Second, compelling data highlights a major trend of

You might respond that scholarships would make

the past decade-rising tuition versus our competitors and

the difference in recruiting-and they do. Last year 38% of

significant law school debt for our graduates. Beginning in

our students received financial aid and tl1e median amount

2
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was $2,800. However, all of our competitors either gave a

three years we have been ranked first in the country in dis -

higher percentage of students scholarships, or had larger

pute resolution. We like that and we agree! For most years

median amounts, or both (e.g. Illinois awarded 49% of stu -

our overall ranking has placed us solidly in the second-tier

dents a median grant of $4600 and Nebraska gave 47% of

of all law schools, often bordering on the edge of the first -

their students a median grant of $4300 ). The facts are that

tier. Reputation among academics and practitioners makes

at most law schools scholarships are necessary to attract

up 40% of the U. S. N ews ranking. We are ranked highly by

the best students. While our scholarship funds have

this group (usually between 50-55 among 174 law

increased due to your support, tuition has risen even faster.

schools ). Student selectivity, which considers LSAT, GPA

We must spend more to attract the students we want.

and admissions acceptance rate, comprises 25 % of the for -

Additionally, the tuition Missouri students pay con-

mula. Student placement and bar passage constitutes 20%

stitutes far more of their cost of education, measured by a

and resources 15%. However, minor variations in other

nationaJly reported direct expenditures per student ( this fig-

areas such as student selectivity and placement/ bar passage

ure basicaUy includes all costs of operations including

data can cause great fluctuations in our rankings, particu -

salaries, library expenses and the like ), than almost all of the

larly when resources (e.g., expenditures per student) con -

schools with whom we compare ourselves . Missouri student

tinue to rank us low vis-a-vis our competitors. Last year we

tuition makes up 58% of direct expenditures per student

were adversely affected by slightly lower selectivity and

while most of our competitors fall in the 25-45% range.

placement/bar passage data. The figures for next year's

And yet, we are next to last among those schools in direct

U.S. News are already collected for placement/ bar passage

expenditures per student ($16,154 ). Only Kansas is lower

and we have significantly improved. We do not yet know

($13,797 ). Almost every law school that spends more on

the entering class credentials, but they should be as good

educating students has a higher national ranking ( e.g.

or slightly better than last year. Unfortunately the resource

Illinois $29,154; Iowa $28,449; Colorado $21,131;

data will not help us as it remains low. In fact in 1998, the

Nebraska $19,684 ). The latest ABA data puts our average

last year for which U.S. N ews provided data, we ranked

per student expenditure rank at 140 out of 174 schools .

152nd out of 174 law schools in resources.

The clear implication is that while Missouri resident stu -

For better or worse the rankings exist. Students

dents have taken on a greater share of the cost of their edu -

consider them and so must we. The rankings present a

cation versus residents of our competitor states, the amount

challen ge, but also an opportunity.

that we spend educating those students puts us near the

Finally, the school begins a search for a new law

bottom, compared with our competition. In the short term

dean. The combined nineteen -year tenure of Tim Heinsz

we have performed admirably in meeting the challenge of

and Dale Whitman has placed us directly at the portal

building a quality law program by using the funds of stu -

where we can, with more resources, realize our potential

dents, but we simply cannot continue to raise tuition and

for greatness . We have an incredibly strong alumni base; an

still attract the best and brightest students who have less

already excellent teaching and research facu lty has been

expensive or more subsidized options ~vailable to them.

strengthened by strong lateral hires and the filling of the

The third major development of the past decade

four Missouri Endowed Professorships; we are recogni zed

has been the dramatic influence of the U.S. N ews & World

nationally for our dispute resolution program; and we have

Report rankings of law schools. Those rankings began in

more faculty involved in law reform than probabl y any

1992, and ever since law deans and faculties have had a

other law school. What is needed now is a leader with a

love/ hate approach to them. We love them when they rank

vision for the new century. A person who recognizes MU's

us high and hate them when they rank us low. For the last

primary mission is a great state law school which will edu -

Transcript
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cate the future leaders of Missouri's Bar as well as leaders

At the beginning of this new century your School

on the national level. A person who understands that MU

is strong and the future looks bright. The confluence of

can and must take its rightful place in the ranks of the best

several trends and forces such as rising tuition, student

law schools in the United States. The new dean must be

debt loads, strong alumni support, the increased impor-

able to secure significant additional annual budgetary sup-

tance of rankings, the relative ly weak State/ University sup-

port for student scholarships, faculty deve lopment and

port compared to our peers, and the search for a new law

retention, new programs, and research technology, if your

dean presents an opportunity for our law school to advance

School is to reestablish itself at the top of the second-tier

from being a very good law school to the next level of

and move into the first-tier of law schoo ls. The very good

greatness. Leadership and money are essential. We are at

news is that we already have a great facu lty, an excell ent

the brink.

facility, supportive alumni, high morale, positive attitudes,

Stay tuned for developments.

■

and students eager to learn.

MU Dispute Resolution Program

Dispute Resolution
2001 U.S. News & World Report Rankings

Ranked First in the N ation by

1

University of Missouri - Columbia

2

Pepperdine U niversity (CA)

For the third consecutive year, U.S. Ne11Js &

3

Harvard University (MA)

World Report has ranked the University of

4

The O hi o State University (OH)

Missouri -Columbia School of Law's dispute reso-

5

Hamline University (MN)

lution program as the best program in the nation.

5

Willamette University (OR)

In each of the five years that US News has ranked

7

Cardozo-Yeshiva University (NY)

dispute resolution programs, the MU Law School

8

Georgetown U niversity (DC)

8

University of Texas- Austin (TX )

10

Stanford U niversity (CA)

U.S. News & World R eport

has never been ranked lower than seco nd.

4
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Everything You Always Wanted to I(now About Law
Professors (But Were Afraid to Ask) Part II
By Chris Guthrie, associate professor of law

■ ho are law professors? In a recent

Second, most law schools bire clinical law

issue of the Transcript, J began a

professors who devote most, if not all, of

three -part series on law professors.

their teaching to classes involving actual

In that part, I explained how candidates for

client representation. MU currently employs

law facu lty positions attempt to become law

three clinical law professors. Third, most law

professors. In this part, I describe those can -

schools hire legal writing instructors who arc

didates who have made the transition.

responsible for teaching the core legal

Law professors constitute a very small seg-

research and writing class required of first

ment of the lawyer population. Currently,

year law students. MU currentl y employs

ABA-accredited law schools, of which there

two full -time legal writing instructors.

are approximately 180, employ something
like 8,000 full -time law professors. To put this

Finally, most law schools supplement their
Chris Guthrie

number in perspective, consider the following:
• There are roughly one million lawyers in America;
• America's law schools graduate approximately
40,000 new lawyers annually;

• The American Lawyer's top 100 law firms employed

curricu lum with adjunct professors, i.e., distinguishcd lawyers who teach an occasional

course or two. MU employs a number of high -quality
adjunct professors.
Most full-time law professors, like most lawyers , are
white males. Nationally, 61 percent of law professors are
white men, 25 percent are white women, 8 percent arc

about 50,000 lawyers (nearly 15 ,000 of whom were

minority men , and 6 percent arc minority women. MU's

equity partners) in 1999;

faculty is comparable. Of 34 tenured or tenure -track facul -

• The nation's six largest law firms in 1999 employed

ty, 22 are white men, eight arc white women, three arc

about the same number of lawyers as all of America's

minority men ( one of whom, Mike Middleton, is on leave,

accredited law schools; and

serving as deputy chancellor for the University ), and one is

• The total number of state judges serving in New

a minority woman. In addition, Pam Smith, who is on

York and Texas is about the same as the total num -

leave pursuing a Fulbright Grant during the 2000 -0 l

ber of law professors working in America's law

school year, will join us next year.

schools .

Law schools have made strides in recent years to diversi -

fy their faculties, particularly among junior faculty members
Law professors generally fall into one of four categories:

(i.e., those with ranks of assistant professor and associate

First, most law professors are tenured or tenure -track fand -

professor). Currently, for' example, 72 percent of full pro -

ty members who are hired as full -time teachers and schol -

fessors, but only 36 percent of assistant professors and 41

ars. MU currently employs 34 tenured or tenure-track fac -

percent of associate professors, are white men.

ulty members (in addition to three emeritus, or retired,
faculty who arc still active teachers at the law school ).

Regardless of gender or race, law professors possess sim ilar credentials. Most law professors attended elite law

Transcript
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schools. A study conducted in the early 1990s found that

English, Carl Esbeck, Sylvia Lazos and Jean Sternlight left

nearly 50 percent of law professors received their juris doc-

partnerships with law firms to enter law teaching; and Phil

torates from schools ranked in the top 10 of U.S. News &

Peters practiced for several years with the Department of

World Report)s most recent rankin g, and another 10 per-

Justice and private law firms in Massachusetts and

cent or so attended schools ranked in the top 20. MU's

Kentucky.

numbers mirror the national average. This phenomenon is

Finally, most law professors have engaged in scholarly

even more pronounced at the elite schools. According to

writing prior to entering law teaching. Our three most

that same study, more than 85 percent of the law profes-

recent entry-level hires are instructive in this regard. Prior

sors at the nation's seven highest-ranked law schools

to joining us this fall, John Lande published two important

received their degrees from one of those seven schools .

studies of lawyering and mediation in the Harvard

Most law professors distinguished themselves in law

Negotiation Laiv R eview; Jennifer Robbennolt published

school, grad uating with honors of various kinds, serving as

several empirical studies in the nation's most prominent

law review officers and receiving prestigious clerkships.

law and psychology journals, including Law and Human

This is certainly true at MU. The Law School is populated

Behavior; and Richard Reuben published two articles on

with honors graduates, including valedictorians, from a

tl1e constitutional dimensions of alternative dispute resolu-

number of law schools . The Law School is home to former

tion in the California Law Revieiv and UCLA Law R eview.

law review editors from the nation's elite law journals. And

Perhaps Ken Dean, currently serving as interim dean,

several MU faculty have clerked on such prominent courts

sums it up best: "As impressive as the facu lty app li cant pool

as the 4th Circuit, 7th Circuit and D.C. Circuit.

is every year, I'm more impressed when I walk up and

Many law professors have graduate law degrees in addi-

down the hallways at our law school. We are blessed to

tion to their juris doctorates. At MU , for instance, Pete

have such a talented, diverse and caring group of

Davis (from Wisconsin), Bill Fisch (from Chicago and

teacher/scholars." In the next and final installment of this

Freiburg), Bill Henning (from Illinois ), Richard Reuben

three -part series, I wi ll explore what law professors do once

(from Stanford), and Len Riskin (from Yale ) have graduate

they join the legal academy.

law degrees. Additionally, several faculty members have
master's degrees in other disciplines, and two of our most
recent hires have PhDs as well: Jennifer Robbennolt (psy chology) and John Lande (sociology ).
Law professors often exit practice and enter law teaching
shortly after graduating from law school. This is particularly true at the elite schools. A 1998 review of the Harvard
Law School faculty reported that only three of 75 faculty
members had practiced law for more than five years and
that faculty members hired since 1991 had, on average, less
than one year of practice experience. MU , like Harvard,
has a number of facu lty members who practiced for only a
short time in national law firms, but MU also boasts several
faculty members who have extensive practice experience.
For examp le, Steve Easton practiced for 15 years in the
U.S. Attorney's Office and a private law firm; David
6
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Douglas E. Abrams, received

Family Health Center board.

the Spurgeon Smithson Award

Bailey also serves as chair

from The Missouri Bar in

of the Athletic Department's

September 2000. The award

Professional Sports Council Panel,

recognizes teachers of law

which under NCAA rules permits

deemed to have rendered out-

panel members to advise stu -

standing service toward the

dent/ athletes regarding prospec-

increase and diffusion of jus-

tive professional careers. The rules

tice among men. Abrams has
Douglas E. Abrams

served on The Missouri Bar

also permit members to review
Robert G. Bailey

professional sports contracts,

Commission on Children and the Law since its creation in

negotiate contract terms, communicate directly with repre -

1995.

sentatives of professional athletic teams and to assist a stu Abrams' new casebook, Children and the Laiv -

Doctrine, Policy and Practice (West Group 2000; co-

dent athlete in the selection of an agent.
Bailey has also been appointed to the University's

author), is already required reading in more than 30 law

Institutional Review Board and has been appointed by The

schools, including Yale, Columbia, Cal -Berkeley, the

Missouri Bar as its member on the Mid -Missouri Legal

University of Pennsylvania and Georgetown. He is co-

Services board.

authoring Children and the Laiv in a Nutshell, which West
Group will publish this summer. He has also published the

Michelle Arnopol Cecil was

2001 supplements to his treatise, The Law of Civil RICO

recently appointed to the

(Little Brown & Co. 1991 ), and to his "Child Abuse and

Screening Committee for the

Neglect" chapter in Missouri Juvenile Law (The Missouri

William T. Kemper Fellowship for

Bar 1999 ).

Excellence in Teaching. She was

Abrams drafted a bill, recommended by The

also appointed by Provost Brady

Missouri Bar Commission on Children and the Law, to

Deaton to sit on the University's

save newborns whose frightened parents would otherwise

Mission Enhancement

impulsively abandon them to likely death . On behalf of the
commission, he testified before a Missouri House of

Committee, which recommends
Michelle Arnopol Cecil

how funds granted to MU by the

Representatives committee urging the bill's passage. He

Missouri legislature should be allocated among competing

also drafted major sections of the commission's Third

proposals and initiatives submitted by colleges and depart-

Report, and he edited the report for nationwide publica -

ments across campus. In addition, Cecil spoke to first year

tion in the Juvenile and Family Court Journal. He was

law students at orientation about the Law School experi -

recently named chair of the editorial board of the Journal

ence, as she has for the past four years.

of The Missouri Bar.

Cecil's tax scholarship focuses on the theories underlying loss limitations in the Internal Revenue Code, as well

Robert G. Bailey was appointed by former Gov. Roger

as the often -conflicting policies at play when tax and bank-

Wilson to the Jational Conference of Commissioners on

ruptcy laws intersect. In 1999 she published an article in

Uniform State Laws. Bailey also has been reelected chair of

the University of Illinois Law R eview entitled "Toward

the Boone County Group Homes and Family Support

Adding Further Complexity to the Internal Revenue Code:

board; the Central Missouri Food Bank board; and the

A New Paradigm for the Deductibility of Capital Losses."

Transcript
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In this article, Cecil concludes that the tax code's current

and race discrimi1ution jurisprudence over the last decade.

limitations on the deductibility of capital losses are wholly

However, the result of this simp li fication has been confu -

unsupported by tax policy, and she proposes a new system

sion, as the simplific:ttion all ows courts to structure dis-

for limiting the deductibility of these losses, justifying the

crimination inquiries as they see fit rather than as the law

syste m based on principles of econom ic efficiency and fun -

has previously required.
In March 2001, Chambers presented

damental fairness .
In 2000 , Ceci l's article, " Reinvigorating Chapter 11:

" (Un)Welcome Conduct and the Sexually Hostile

The Case For Reinstating the Stock-For-Debt Exception in

Environment" at the Midwestern Scholars of Color Legal

Bankruptcy," was published in the Wisconsin Law R eview.

Scholarship Conference in Lincoln, Neb. This summer,

Again addressing the tax code's loss limitations, this article

Chambers plans to continue work on articles focus ing on

argues for the preservation of a corporation's net operating

employment discrimination and voting rights.

losses after bankruptcy by calling for the reinstatement of a

Peter N. Davis published his

controversial tax code provision known as the stock-fordebt exception. In the article, Cecil justifies the exception

2000 pocket parts to volum es 5

based on sound bankruptcy theory, and then modifies the

and 6 of Waters & Water Rights
(Lexis Law Publishing ) in

exception so that it also promotes sound tax policy as well .

December. His five chapters cover

Cecil's most recent article, "Crumbs for Oliver
Twist: Resolving the Conflict Between Tax and Support

case law theories in water pollu -

Claims in Bankruptcy," will appear in a forthcoming issue

tion cases, drainage law, law of

of the Virginia Tax R eJJiew. The article explores the uncer-

flooding, wetlands preservation

tain interplay between tax and support claims in bankrupt-

and a summary of Missouri water
use law. In January, Davis was

cy. It proposes a revision to the Bankruptcy Code to pre vent federal income tax claims from receiving priority over

Peter N. Davis

re -elected chair of the City of

alimony and child support claims in a debtor's bankruptcy

Columbia's Railroad Advisory Board for the 11th year. He

proceeding.

also continu es as chair the Admissions Committee .

Henry L. Chambers Jr. in

Martha J. Dragich recently pub -

recent months has written

lished / State Constitutional

"Employer Prerogative and

Restrictions on Legislative

Emp loyee Rights: The

Procedure: Rethinking the

Never-Ending Tug-of-War"

Analysis of Original Purpose,

(65 Missouri Law R eview 877,

Sin gle Subject, and Clear Title

2000 ), a brief introduction to

Chall enges," (38 Harv. J. on

a col lection of articles on

Legis. 103-171 , Winter 2001 ).

employment law. In addition,

She also co -wrote an article with
Randy Diamond , associate direc -

he has written
H enry L. Chambers, Jr.

" Discrimination , Plain and

Ma1·tha]. Drag ich

tor of the Law Library, entitled

Simple," ( 36 Tulsa Law R eview, forthcoming 2001 ), an

"Professionalism in Librarianship: Shifting the Focus from

invited symposium article. In that article, C hambers sug-

Malpractice to Good Practice," (forthcoming, Library

gests that the Supreme Court has attempted to simpli fy sex

Trends). In July, Dragich will speak at the annua l confer-

8
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ence of the American Association of Law Libraries on

First Amendment: Some Causes of die Recent Confusion ,"

"Unpublished Judicial Opinions, Secret Settlements, and

(42 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 883, 2001 ).

the Judicial System." Along with Resa Kerns, access servic -

Esbeck also has an article posted on the Web:

es/ reference librarian, she presented a one -and-a-half day

"Pierce, Pluralism & Partnership," Remarks at the

continuing education program , "Basic Legal Concepts for

Proceedings of A Conference to Commemorate the 75th

Librarians," at the University of Texas at Austin Graduate

Anniversary of the Decision in Pierce v. Society of Sisters,

School of Library & Information Science.

Department of Education, Office of Non -Public Education
at \\W\\'.ed.gov/officcs/OIIA/No nPublic (July 11, 2000 ).

Steve Easton has placed his

Stephen D. Enstou

article, "Can We Talk?:

David A. Fischer has written an

Removing Counterproductive

article , "Tort Recovery for Loss

Ethical Restraints Upon Ex

of a Chance." The article will be

Parte Communication

published in the September 2001

Between Attorneys and

issue of the Wake Forest La1JJ

Adverse Expert Witnesses," in

Revielll. He co-wrote an article

the Indiana Lalll Journal.

vvith Robert H. Jerry entitled

During the presidential elec-

"Teaching Torts Without

tion aftermath, he was quoted

Insurance: A Second -best

in several newspapers, includ -

ing the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, the Saint Paul

Solution ," forthcoming in die St.
Dn vid A. Fischa

Louis Lalll Journal (2001 ). He

Pioneer Press, the Austin American Statesman, and the

remains active with the American Law Institute, serving on

Raleigh News & Observer, for his observations regarding the

Member's Consultative Groups for the Torts General

election litigation. In May, he presented a seminar on trial

Principles Restatement and the Agency Restatement.

practice in conjunction with the Law School Foundation
golf tournament.

Chris Guthrie, who served as
acting associate dean during the

Carl H. Esbeck has been

2000 -01 school year, has recently

appointed assistant to the

published three articles . With

deputy attorney general. He

Professor Jeffrey J. Rachlinski and

will serve as director of the

Judge Andrew J. Wistrich,

Center for Faith -Based and

Guthrie published "Inside the

Community Initiatives in the

Judicial Mind" in the Cornell

Department of Justice. He has

Law R evielll. In this article,

been gran~ed an additional
leave by the University and
Cnrl H. Esbcck

Chris Guthrie

Guthrie and his collaborators
present empirical evidence

plans to return in fall 2002,

demonstrating that judicial decision making is subject to

after spending the next months

predictab le cognitive biases. In "The Lawyer's

getting the office running. We expect I-um to return with a

Philosophical Map and the Disputant's Perceptual Map:

weald1 of experiences and contacts diat will benefit die school

Impediments to Facilitative Mediation and Lawyering,"

and our students. He recendy published "Religion and the

published in the Har vard Negotiation Lalll R evie)l),

Transcript
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Guthrie argues that lawyers are likely to have difficulty

Robert M. Lawless published

engaging in facilitative mediation because of who they tend

"The Expenses of Financial

to be and how disputants tend to perceive them. Finally,

Distress: The Direct Costs of

Guthrie and Professor Joanna Grossman published their

Chapter 11" in the University of

article, "Adoption in the Progressive Era: Preserving,

Pittsburgh Law Revie1v. The paper

Creating, and Re -Creating Families," in the American

completed a trilogy of articles on

Journal of Legal History. During fall 2001, Guthrie will

the direct costs of business bank-

serve as visiting associate professor of law at Vanderbilt.

ruptcies. Lawless also published
"Serial Plan Infeasibility or Just

John Lande wrote an article,
"Toward More Sophisticated

Economics Letters. In addition,

Mediation Theory," which

Lawless wrote "Cyberspace Bankruptcy" for the Journal of

appeared in MU's Journal of

Corporation Law, reviewing a new book about bankruptcy

Dispute Resolution. This article

and secured lending in cyberspace.

was a commentary on

John M. Lande

Plain Bad Luck?" in Applied
Robert M. Laivless

Lawless was a luncheon speaker for the Business

Professor Jeffery Stempel's

Bankruptcy Committee Forum at the October 2000 meet-

lead article in the symposium

ing for the ABA Section of Business Law. His topic was

issue of the journal. Lande

"New Data, New Experts." In addition, the National

argues that while Stempel's

Conference of Bankruptcy Judges recently named Lawless

article, "The Inevitability of

to the edjtorial board of the American Bankruptcy Law

the Eclectic: Liberating ADR from Ideology," makes valid

Journal.

criticisms of facilitative mediation theory, Stempel does not
sufficiently acknowledge the merits of tl1e arguments of

Donna Pavlick, assistant dean of

facilitation proponents nor general development of the field

tl1e Law School, has been selected

resulting from the debate over facilitation and evaluation

to travel to Ireland and

theories.

Ireland for two weeks this June as

Lande also published an article, "Child Protection

ortl1ern

part of the MU Global Scholars

Mecliation," on the Web site ofme National Center for State

Progrt m . The program is

Comts's Institute for CoLu-t Management at W\vw.ncsc.dni.us/

designed to provide faculty with

icm/ clistance/ juvenile/ 2000_12/ index.html. The article pro-

an opportunity to add an interna -

vides an overview of issues in designing and operating child

tional dimension to an existing or
proposed course. In Winter 2002,

protection mecliation programs.
In March 2001, Lande was the principal presenter at

Donna L. Pavlick

Pavlick will be teaching a course

two training sessions on child protection mecliation spon-

in tl1e Honors Program on conflict resolution and her

sored by the Missouri Office of State Courts Administrator.

work in Ireland will be incorporated into that course.

OSCA invited certain courts from around tl1e state to send
teams of mecliators and court personnel to learn mediation

Philip G. Peters, Jr. has been named director of the new

techniques in child protection cases and issues in developing

campus Biotechnology & Society Initiative. This interdisci-

child protection mecliation programs. Ten judicial circuits

plinary program will examine the etl1ical, legal and policy

sent teams to participate in thjs training.

implications of agricultural and human biotechnology. As

10
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the director of the program,

attorneys, and participated in an

Peters will coordinate the

invitation-only conference on

efforts of interested faculty in

conflict theory in Boston.

departments such as law, phi -

Philip G. Peters, Jr.

losophy, economics, sociology,

Leonard Riskin's work lately has

journalism and molecular biol -

focused on two areas: dispute res -

ogy. In addition, he has been

olution and mindfulness medita -

named a visiting fellow at

tion . In the area of dispute reso-

Clare Hall at Cambridge

lution, Riskin gave the keynote

University in England. As a
fellow, he will spend the fall

address on "Mediation in the
Leonard Riskin

New Millennium" at the Alabama

semester in residence at Clare Hall writing a book about

ADR Conference in Montgomery. He also made a presen -

reproductive and genetic technology.

tation on mediation and the unauthorized practice of law
at the annual meeting of the Society of Professionals in

Richard C. Reuben has edit-

Dispute Resolution . Riskin conducted mediation and

ed two editions of Dispute

advanced mediation -training programs through MU CLE

R esolution magazine (Winter

and served as a judge in the annual Excellence in ADR

and Spring 2001 ), which is

awards competition through the CPR Institute for Dispute

published by the ABA Section

Resolution.

of Dispute Resolution.

Richard C. R euben

In the area of mindfulness, Riskin conducted a semi-

Reuben chaired a Law School

nar at Harvard Law School entitled, "Self-Awareness,

and School of Journalism Task

Stress and Satisfaction in Law School: An Introduction to

Force on Curricular Initiatives

Mindfulness Meditation and the Legal Community. " Riskin

worked with that task force to

led a program on "Mindfulness and Law" as part of a CLE

develop four joint degree pro-

program caJled "Be a Balanced Lawyer" in Kansas City.

grams for law and journalism students, the JD/ Masters in

Riskin appeared as a panelist on a telephone CLE program

Journalism, JD/ PhD in Journalism , LLM/ Masters,

on "Spirituality in Law Practice," sponsored by the ABA.

PhD/ Masters ).

Riskin also conducted workshops on "Mindfulness,

Reuben also served on a Law School Task Force on
Certificates, and with that task force , developed two certifi -

Meditation, Mediation and Lawyering" at the Wisconsin
Association of Mediators and M ichigan Dispute Resolution

cate programs for law and journalism students and a certifi -

Conferences. He co-conducted a day-long workshop on

cate in ADR for law students. Reuben represented the Law

"Building Negotiation Awareness" at the Michigan

School on a search committee for a conflict resolution

Dispute Resolution Conference. He recently completed a

position at the Journalism School.

law review article on the potential contributions of mind -

Reuben also participated in what is expected to be

fu lness meditation to law students and lawyers.

the last drafting session for the Uniform Mediation Act, a
collaborative project of the American Bar Association and

Jennifer K. Robbennolt, who joined tl1e faculty in July

the Nation al Conference of Commissioners on Uniform

2000, recently published two articles in which she used

State Laws . He served as a mediator for a U.S. Department

psychological theory and empirical methods to explore

of Justice training program in mediation for assistant U.S.

legal questions. "Assessing Pretrial Publicity Effects:

Transcript
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Integrating Content Analytic

Ireland and Northern Ireland for tvvo weeks this June as

Results" was published in Law

part of the MU Global Scholars Program. The program is

and Human Behavior in sum-

designed to provide faculty with an opportunity to add an

mer 2000 with co-authors

international dimension to an existing or proposed course.

Christina Studebaker,

In Winter 2002, Wilson Setser will be teaching a course in

Maithilee Pathak-Sharma and

the MU Honors Program on conflict resolution and her

Steve Penrod. In this article,

work in Ireland will be incorporated into that course.

Robbennolt and her colleagues present a systematic

Jean R. Sternlight presented a

approach to content analysis

paper at the Ohio State

of pretrial publicity that could

University College of Law

be employed by advocates presenting arguments in change

Conference on "Gilmer v.

of venue hearings . To demonstrate this approach, the

Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp.:

authors present a content analysis conducted in preparation

Ten Years After" in

for the change of venue hearin g in the case of Timothy

2000. The paper, "Mandatory

McVeigh.

Binding Arbitration and the

Jennifer K. Robbennolt

"Outcome Severity and Judgments of Responsibility:

Demise of the Seventh

A Meta-Analytic Review" appeared in the Journal of
Applied Social Psychology in December 2000. In this article,

ovember

Amendment Right to Jury Trial,"
Jean R. Sternlight

is scheduled to appear in the Ohio

Robbennolt reviews the empirical evidence regarding the

State Journal of Dispute R esolution this spring. It argues

effect that the severity of the outcome of an incident has

that most courts are failing to take proper account of con -

on legal judgments regarding that incident.

stitutional jury trial rights when they enforce arbitration

Robbennolt also published " Research Needed on

clauses imposed on consumers and employees. Sternlight

Punitive D amage Decisions" in the March 2001 issue of

also made a presentation , "The FAA Scheme" at the 2000

the American Psychological Association's Monitor on

ATLA Annual Convention in Chicago. As well, she gave a

Psychology. In the article she described the most recent

short talk entitled "Arbitration and C lass Actions" at a

punitive damages case before the U.S. Supreme Court

conference co-hosted by MU and the National Conference

( Cooper Industries, In c. v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc.) and

of Commissioners for Uniform State Laws in St. Louis.

noted some of the empirical questions raised by the case.

✓

Sternlight also continued to focus on the use of class

In addition, Robbennolt has

actions in arbitration. She assisted with several briefs filed

been appointed to the editori-

in connected with Green Tree Financial Corp. v. Randolph,

al board of the journal

decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in December 2000.

Psychology, Public Policy and

Her recent article on this subject was cited in Stein v.

Law and served on the disser-

Geonerco, Inc ., 17 P. 3d 1266, 1271 (Wash. App. 2001 ).

tation award committee of the

Mediation Theory and Practice, a casebook

American Psychology- Law

Sternlight co-wrote, is being published this summer by

Society.

Lexis Publishing. Collecting key articles, cases, statutes and
rules, the book focuses on policy, theory, practical skills and

Tamra Wilson Setser
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Tamra Wilson Setser has

ethics relevant to mediatio n. It is geared for use not only in

been selected to travel to

law school classrooms, but also in mediation training.

YACULTY XoTES
Sternlight has been traveling extensively related to
dispute resolution. Over spring break she traveled to South
Africa, where she met with colleagues at the University of
the Western Cape Faculty of Law. This summer, pursuant
to a grant sponsored by the State Department, she will
travel to Ireland and Northern Ireland to study how each
of those countries resolves individual complaints of
employment discrimination. ■

Whitman honored with new appointment

JiirAI

armer Dean and Professor Dale

appoint members to the six committees of the

-

Whitman will be earning his fre -

AALS. Whitman will be in prestigious com -

quent flier miles next year, jetting

pany. Past AALS presidents and executive com -

to our nation's capitol as a result of a great

mittee members have come from law schools

honor. Whitman was elected president of

such as Harvard, Pennsylvania, Georgetown,

the American Association of Law Schools

California at Berkley and tl1e University of

(AALS ). As part of a three-year appoint-

Chicago.

ment, Whitman currently serves as presi-

Whitman hopes to promote a plan to usher

dent-elect, will serve as president next year,

the AALS further into the information age. He

then post-president tl1e following year..

sees he AALS as a future online publisher of

The AALS is a not-for-profit organization of 164 law schools. All but 20 ABA-

law reviews and journals. As a result of his
Dale Whitman

accredited law schools are members of t11e
AALS. The AALS promotes faculty development and schol-

responsibilities and travel to tl1e AALS headquarters in Washington, D.C., Whitman will
only teach part time next year.

■

arship through annual meetings and conferences. As presi dent, Whitman will serve on the executive board and
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The Missouri Bar President is
Law School Alum, John Briscoe

W/J n MU School of Law alumnus will lead the state's top lega l organization. John

W.

Briscoe, '66, of New London, Mo., was elected president ofThe Missouri Bar for

-

2000-01. The election took place during the 121st Annua l Meeting of The Missouri
Bar, Sept. 19-22 in St. Louis. He succeeds Michael P. Gunn of Ballwin, Mo. , as president of
the 24,000-member organization. Briscoe is a partner in the New London firm of Briscoe &
Mobley. He's been a member of the board of governors ofThe Missouri Bar sin ce 1990.
John W Briscoe, '66

Mark Shank Inaugurated President
Mark A. Shank, '79 , of the Dallas,
Texas law firm Clark, West, Keller,
Butler & Ellis was inaugurated as
the 92nd president of the Dallas Bar
Association on Jan. 13. Shank has
been a rnem ber of the Dallas Bar
Association Board of Directors since
1992, having served as chair in
1997, vice president of administra tion in 1998, vice president of activities in 1999, and president-elect in
2000. Shank fo ll ows two otl1er MU
Law School alumni as Dallas Bar
Association presidents. Doug Lang
'72, was president in 1991 and Liz
Lang-Miers, '75, was president in

1998.
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Doug Lang, '12, Liz Lang-Miers, '15, Mark Shank, '79
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Developments
by Janie Ausburn Harmon) Director of Development

Join the Club
The School of Law, in
cooperation with MU's
Legacy Society, announces
the Law Legacy Club to

1941, 1947, 1951, 1952, 1954, 1956, 1958 , 1960, 1964,
1968 , 1972, 1975 and 1976. The highest giving participation rJte for classes after 1980 were the classes of 1982 and
1998 each with 18 percent participation. Watch the fall
issue of Transcript for this year's results.

recognize alumni and
friends who have chosen

Janie Ausburn Hannon

Student Scholarships

to make a testamentary

Elvin Douglas Jr. , '57, is a member of the famous

gift to the School of Law.

Douglas family-you've heard of them or you may have

When you make the deci-

graduated with one of them. There are 10 in the family

sion on a testamentary

who graduated from the MU School of Law. Elvin

gift and the necessary documents are in order, you may

Douglas Jr. has created a scholarship endowment to honor

become a member of the Law Legacy C lub . Charter mem-

his grandfather, T.H. Douglas, '12, and his father, Elvin

bership will be availab le through Dec. 31, 2001, and new

S. Douglas, '32. We appreciate Elvin's decision to recog -

members will be recogni zed annually thereafter.

nize his family traditions at the Law School.

You may become a member of Law Legacy Club simply
by including the School of Law in your estate plans and

John K. Pruellage, '65, pledged to build the already exist-

sending me a copy of the applicable portion of your will or

ing John K. Pruellage Scholarship Fund, which supports

trust . It will be held confidentially by the school and you

"an outstancling student body who will be the new

wi ll be recognized as a charter member of the Law Legacy

lifeblood of the profession." Pru ell age is chairman of

C lub at the 2002 Law Society Dinner.

Lewis, Rice & Fingersh in St. Louis.

Please contact me if you have questions regarding this
new avenue for testamentary gift recognition. You may

David M. Beckerman, '49, recently made an additional

contact me at 232 Hulston Hall, Co lumbia, MO 65211,

pledge to support the Law School. Beckerman previously

or electronically at harmonj@missouri.edu, or by calling

established tl1e David M. Beckerman Facu lty Research

(573) 882-3052.

Fell owship. He practices in South Orange, N.J., with his
son.

Year-end Giving
Our fiscal year ends on June 30, also the last date from

New Law Library Endowments

which the Honor Roll of Contributors wi ll be printed in the

Six alumni recently made pledges to support the School of

Fall 2001 Transcript.

Law library in its mission to provide students, faculty, prac-

Last yea r the classes with class giving participation rates
of20 percent or more were 1928, 1934, 1939, 1940,

titioners and the general public with a stronger library co llection . Our library is building both an electronic and tra-

Transcript
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ditional collection for researc h and teaching purposes. In
each case, the contributor affirms o ur priority to offer a
superior law library and understands the importance of pri vate fundin g to maintain and build quali ty. Total pledges
represe nted below are more than $ 150,000.

George E. Ashley, '48
John Fox Arnold , '61
Robert L. Hawkins Jr. , '48
John W. Maupin, '75
Caryl A. (Cap) Potter III, '73
Brian C. Underwood, '78
The School of Law depends on contributions from alumni
and friends to give it the margin of excellence needed to
compete for the best students and faculty. Thank you for
all yo u do for Mi zzou Law!

■

William S. Ohlemeyer, '84, honors the memory of
his mother, Irene J. Ohlemeyer, by creating a full
scholarship endowment. Bill's parents made important contributions-financial and otherwise-to
their children's education. With
, the support of his
wife, Brigid (Neville ) BS HES '84, and sister, Linda
Gardner, '84, Bill hopes this scholarship will help
others enjoy the opportunities his degree created for
him . Bill's gift is extraordinary because it provides
the school with its third full-tuition scholarship, rare
due to the level of endowment required, providing
$10,000 annually. Ohlemeyer is vice president and
associate general counsel of Philip Morris
Companies Inc. His commitment is an example of
William S. Ohlemeyer, '84, in his office 01•erlooki11g New York's Park A venue

how personal contributions can be enhanced by corporate or law firm matching gift programs.
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Global ADR: Austrian Mediator Speaks at MU

r.J

earn to play your instrument; your instrument is

~

yourself." That's the idea emphasized by one of

process in both countries. Also some of the processes that

Austria's leading mediation experts who visited

are considered mediation in the United States are not medi -

Cu ltural and practical differences separate the mediation

the School of Law Feb. 21, 2001. Dr. Mario Patera special -

ation in Europe. Patera said Austrians prefer a lot of ana lysis

izes in training mediators enrolled in mediation qualifica -

before starting a project. Certification procedures reflect

tion programs in Austria. At the heart of this process is

this outlook. Mediators in Missouri need only 16 hours of

helping mediators learn more about themselves and how

training; in Austria 200 hours are required. Also the United

their social ski lls play a ro le in the mediation process. Patera

States has about 20 years of mediation history to draw

finds that mediators use their newfound understanding of

upon . Mediation is sti ll developing in Austria and Europe.

social ski ll s not on ly during a mediation, but also in day-to-

Perhaps most importantly, mediation is not court-ordered

day business.

in Austria, where it is more common in the United States .

Patera was the guest of Professor Leonard Riskin, direc-

But this is changin g rapidly. A pilot project started in two

tor of the Center for Dispute Resolution . The pair high-

family law courts has spread across Austria. It makes media-

lighted for students and faculty the differences in mediation

tion avail ab le to low-income participants by making public

in Austria, Europe and the Un ited States . He is a leading

funding accessible.

psychotherapist and the director of the Program for Inter-

Patera's visit to the United States is part ofa research

cultural Social Competency at the Institute for Interdiscipli -

project to interview business mediators , mediation trainers,

nary Research and Development at the Universities of

and university programs for mediation in an effort to

Vienna, Graz and Klagenfurt.

develop and define requirements for top quality training

In Austria, there is a conflict over who is most qualified

courses in business mediation in Austria.

■

to be a mediator. Patera and his colleagues point out that in
Austria lawyers are not any better qualified to mediate than
any other core profession. "In five years of law school, not a
single course in communication skills is provided," Dr. Patera said. This is just the type of training his program pro vides for mediators who come from members of a particular
profession, such as accountancy. Those mediators then
work with their own indusu·y to settle conflicts.
Patera said each person has tl1eir own "mental model" tliat
they bring to the mecliation process as 'Yell as a mental model
tl1at comes from being tl1e member of a particular profession.
Detecting tl1ese mental models is the key to unlocking
assumptions that can affect the style and process of mediation.
"Learning about tl1ese different viewpoints requires reflection,
botl1 about your own assumptions and tl1e assumptions of tl1e
parties involved in the mediation," he said.

Transcript
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Alumni, Panel Experts Tackle Domestic Violence Issues

g

t's the single greatest cause of injury among

Coble is asking the governor to grant clemency to

women in the United States, affecting an esti-

women convicted of capitol murder for killing their abuser.

mated one in four women. It costs businesses an

Holding a stack of legal briefs representing the women , she

estimated $3 billion to $5 billion a year in lost productivity.

cited a 1993 Missouri Supreme Court report as evidence of

Still , domestic violence often goes unreported. The tragic

gender bias in Missouri courtrooms. The report shows

legal and social consequences of domestic violence brought

about 39 percent of women who killed their intimate part-

together a special panel of distinguished law school alumni

ners were charged with first degree murder, while 69 per-

March 15.

cent of men in similar circumstances were charged with

Mary Beck, RN, JD '88, clinical associate professor of

second degree murder. Coble said the findings indicate that

law and director of the Domestic Violence Clinic moder-

battered women are charged at a higher level and the sen -

ated the discussion. Panelists included Hon. Chris Kelly,

tences are off the charts.

'89, associate circuit judge, 13th Circuit; Glenn Norton,

Eidman said Philip Morris understands Corporate Amer-

'85, chief legal counsel, Office of the Governor of Missouri;

ica's role in preventing violence against women. "As an

Colleen Coble, executive director, Missouri Coalition

employer of 178,000 people worldwide, we have a respon -

Against Domestic Violence; and Diane Eidman, manager of

sibility to help raise awareness about the magnitude of the

domestic violence programs, Philip Morris Companies Inc.

problem, the toll it takes on society and the cost to busi -

About 100 students, faculty and community leaders

ness." The Phill ip Morris Campaign Against Domestic Vio -

packed the Hulston Hall courtroom for the discussion.

lence brought Eidman and Steven C. Parrish,'75, senior

Panelists focused on problems facing both domestic vio-

vice president of corporate affairs for Philip Morris Compa-

lence victims and offenders and how students and others

nies Inc. to Columbia for the discussion. They were also

can address the tough legal issues involved. Kelly said a

were on hand to give out a special grant as part of the cam -

change in attitudes about slurs against women could affect

paign.

on the amount of violence against women. He said one of
these slurs is commonly used by both men and women and

Parrish presented Interim Dean Kenneth D. Dean with
the second half of 50,000 award for the Law School's

is primarily "used to dehumanize in order to exploit and to

Domestic Violence Clinic. The 'clinic provides indigent,

exercise power over" women.

abused women with legal assistance and counseling. The

Norton said that Missouri Gov. Bob Holden is commit-

grant will fund the fellow in the clinic, attorney Julie Lewis.

ted to combating domestic violence through increased

She came from

funding for shelters and implementation of a special task

porate counsel. She now works with students at the clinic,

force. Norton also pointed toward cooperation with the

which handled an estimated 50 cases last semester, winning

legislature. "It's not a partisan issue; it's one of those issues

at least 95 percent of the time. As reminder, the National

that everyone realizes has to be addressed." A bill awaiting

Domestic Violence Hotline number is 800-799 -SAFE

approval in the Missouri Senate would require $5 from each

(7233).

marriage license fee to go to prevention programs, and
another bill would give tax credits for contributions to shel ters for battered women .
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orthwest Airlines where she was chief cor-
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Domestic Violeuce Panelists Judge Chl'is Kel~v, '89, Glmn Norton, '85, Colleen Coble, Diane Eidmnn, ll'ith Professor Mal'y Beck, '88

Stel'en C. l'nrrish, '15, Ken Denn nt panel discussion.
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Controversy and Corporate Image
Alum leads Philip Morris to new perspective

ta

hat's it like helping to manage a multi -billion-dollar

-

company? Negotiations with the President, interviews on Nightline: do the skills you learn in law

school prepare you for all of this? Steven C. Parrish ,'75,
senior vice president of corporate affairs for Philip Morris
Companies Inc. answered those questions in a dialogue with
students on March 15. Philip Morris is a holding company
with five operating companies, including Philip Morris USA,
which is the largest manufacturer of cigarettes in the United
States; Kraft Foods, the largest food company in North
America; and Miller Brewing.
Parrish, a Moberly, Mo., native, talked with students
about playing different roles in different organizations and
the transition from a law firm to corporate management.
Parrish said when he entered law school he intended to get
his degree and return to Moberly to practice. After a sum mer clerkship with Shook Hardy and Bacon in Kansas City,
he decided to stay with the firm as a litigator, working with
insurance and railroad clients. His work as a litigator eventu ally led him to product liability defense cases involving phar-

Ste11e Parrish, '75 mid K en D crw

maceutical and tobacco clients including Philip Morris.
Parrish saw a difference in the firm's attitude for defend -

After 18 months in Switzerland, Parrish was back in New

ing the cigarette litigation cases versus other product liability

York, working for Philip Morris as general counsel oftl1e

cases. The tobacco industry had never lost or settled a prod-

domestic tobacco company, Philip Morris. His role was not

uct liability case since the first case was filed against the

just a legal one; he also had management duties over the

industry in 1954. In tobacco cases he said, "It wasn't quite

entire legal staff As chief legal officer, Parrish was also a

win at all costs, but it was close. The only definition of suc-

member of the management team of the company making

cess was a victory. The notion of settling or compromising

recommendations on business strategy. He said it was

was not even on the radar screen."

important for him to rea lize when he was speaking in the

While on sabbatical after a long, complicated tobacco
case, Parrish received a call from the firm. Philip Morris
wanted to hire him, on loan from Shook Hardy and Bacon,

role of lawyer and when he was in the role of business execu tive.
Parrish told students that in the corporate world, a litiga -

to work in tl1cir European Headquarters in Switzerland for

tion-only focus is a recipe for disaster, citing a fatal plant

three years. His job: a combination of in -house counsel and

accident in R.ichmond, Ya., that could have resulted in major

outside counsel. His main focus: preparing the company for

litigation. Parrish said company officials decided to be as

possible product liability litigation outside the United States.

cooperative as possible and do the right thing no matter

20
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what the consequences involving litigation. T he company

Parrish also talked about the proposed tobacco settle-

ended up pointing out to OSHA a significant safety docu -

ment . He played a central role in the negotiations, which

ment that had fallen through the cracks. The company also

included former President Bill Clinton. The effort crashed in

kept close contact with the family of the worker and gave

summer 1998, and Parrish said the company decided to take

them complete disclosure about the investigation. They also

things one at a time. Since then, the company has resolved

briefed everyone in the plant about the results. At the end of

the biggest financial threat: the state Medicaid cases. He also

all this, the widow of the worker gave Parrish and the com -

says Philip Morris has agreed that the industry shou ld be

pany a heartfelt thank you.

regulated by the Federal Drug Administration and is pre -

Since 1995, Parrish's role has not been legal at all. He

pared to accept that regulation. Since the settlement he has

reports to the chairman of the board and is responsible for

seen some changes; advertising is less visible and tobacco

all state, local and federal government affairs for all of the

companies arc prohibited from targeting kids. Philip Morris

company's businesses and the corporate entity in the United

has also agreed to stop advertising in magazines such as

States. Parrish is also responsible for all public communica-

Rolling Stone with a high youth readership.

tions and for the company's corporate philanthropy efforts.

So did his law school trai ning prepare him for all this?

In addition he is in charge of external affairs with other

"My legal education and background have been indispensa -

organizations and responsible for the corporate reputation

ble elements in playing the new role that I am playing in the

and corporate image of Philip Morris compan ies.

company because it's helped me understand the absolute

In looking at that image Parrish found litigation concerns

imperative of being in compliance not just with the letter of

had resulted in the company refusing to say anything to the

the law but the spirit of the law. It has made me understand

media. "We had developed a bunker mentality we had

the importance of getting legal advice as early in the process

grown arrogant we were totally unwilling to compromise,

as possible and continuing to get that legal input with the

our approach was to fight anything and everything and

right balance and the right perspective ."

reject any criticism no matter how legitimate. We assumed

The MU Law School administration said Parrish's dia -

that people who were anti smoki ng were prohibitionists, and

logue with sn1dcnts was a success. "We truly appreciate the

zealots, and we had a problem." Parrish said. "We needed to

time Steve gave to us and our students to share his experi -

open up to our employees about the situation we were in,

ences and insights," said Interim Dean Kenneth Dean.

and what we were going to try to do about it."

"Steve reflects the quality of the education at MU, and he is

Parrish said the company is now also trying to open up to

a terrific role model for our students."

■

its critics in the government and in the public health com munity. "We had to listen to recognize the legitimacy of
their concerns and then act on those concerns and be pre pared to compromise," he said. "There is some very understandable skepticism on their part, whid1 we understand. It
took a long time for us to get into this situation and its
going to take a while for us get our seat at the table back
and be recognized as a legitimate corporate citizen."

Transcript
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Gavel Wins National Award
■ top the presses; the MU School of Law student

something out. There is so much energy there, and I think

magazine, The Gavel, is the second best in the

an outlet for that, spanning across all academic abilities, is

nation according to the American Bar Association

kind of nice to have."

law student division. The student-created publication is a

"Originally one of tl1e biggest missions of the paper was

magazine/ newspaper that includes news, features, columns

to provide a bridge between the law student community

and even comics.

and the legal community at large. The Missouri Lawyers

It began publishing in April 1999 with Terry L. Lawson

Weekly doesn't provide a student angle on things, so we try

as editor-in-chief. "We were going on a shoestring budget,

to bridge tliat gap . We tried to split it equally between

and compared to what a lot of the schools spend I think we

information students can use and entertainment-like how

did a fantastic job, and that was recogni zed." First place in

to get judicial clerkships and how to get jobs," Lawson said.

the competition went to the student publication at the Uni-

Last year and again this year six issues were published.

versity of Chicago. "They put tons more money and a lot

Greg Scott is the faculty adviser for the paper. From year to

more student support on it," Lawson says. Competition for

year the management positions are passed on to new stu-

the award was tight. Lawson said that at least 50 or 60 law

dents. The Gavel had been sharing an office with the Stu-

schools have periodicals. Former Managing Editor Brad

dent Bar Association and had to use a computer in the

Lear and former Production Manager Todd Wertz submit-

journalism school for paste-up work. Current Editor-In-

ted an issue of The Gavel, which was then reviewed by a

Chief Kim Burton says the future for The Gavel looks

panel of legal journalists who picked the winners.

bright. "Next year's staff wi ll have an office, computer, a

Funding for The Gavel was also a tricky issue, especially
when Jason Phelps, who was advertising manager, began

digital camera and a scanner."
Burton said the faculty has been extremely supportive,

looking for clients. "We were getting things started and had

including participating in an article in the next issue of The

no product to show to these people. Then we started get-

Gavel. It's about their experiences during the bar exam and

ting a product and we got a big donation from SOAC,"

what graduating 3L's can expect. Burton hopes to increase

Lawson said. SOAC stands for Student Organization Allo-

The Gavel to a 32-page paper. 1\nother goal in the new year:

cation Committee and is the umbrella organization on cam-

increasing advertising and donation support from law firms .

pus that distributes student fee money to various

Alumni support is welcome. If you'd like to receive an

organizations. Advertisement, subscription donations and

issue, or a subscription, send an email to umclawgavel@m iz-

donations from alumni and students help keep the paper

zou .edu or send your donation to The Gavel, 203 Hulston

afloat.

Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.

There are no journalistic requirements to write for The
Gavel. Any student, faculty member or lawyer in the community or alumnus can submit material. "Staff screen the
work to make sure it is decent, but other than that there are
no academic requirements," Lawson said. "There are a lot
of people here that don 't necessarily want to write academic
articles, but there are creative writers who want to put
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Beechum receives Staff Diversity Enhancement Award

9

erald Beechum, director of Law School career
services, received the MU Staff Diversity
Enhancement Award in March. Beechum has

worked on ensuring students with disabilities are successful
wl-u le in college and after graduating through several initiatives and programs he created. Beechum was also instrumental in introducing the legal profession to minority high
school students.
The MU program, Human Rights and Diversity
Enhancement Awards, recognizes facu lty, staff, students
and community members who have demonstrated outstanding commitment to the enhancement of diversity or
human rights on campus or in the community.

■

K en Dean and Gerald Beechum

Patty H. Epps Annual Award

Library Outstanding
Performance Award
The Law Library's Outstanding Performance Award for
2001 went to Darcy L. Jo nes. Darcy holds the position of
automated systems/technical services librarian. She is
responsible for overseeing all library automation, the com puter lab and the cataloging unit. She also participates in
teaching online and traditional lega l research skills, and in
her spare time is enrolled in the JD program.
Our Part-time Staff Performance Award recipients this
year were Valerie Marcufes and Tammy Steinle. Both
Sheryl Gregory and Gerald Beechum received the Patty H. Epps award
which is presented each year to a staff member who honors her memory
with exceptional public service, cheerfulness, an indomitable spirit and
dedication to the MU School of Law. Faculty and staff 1>ote through II private ballot each year and the award recipient is kept secret until the official announcement. In 2000, Gregory and Beechum tied as the award
recipients.

women work in technical services and Stein le also works at
the circulation desk. Marcules is a member of the Law
School C lass of 2002, and Steinle is a member of the class
of2003. ■
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The class of 1950 and all classes endin g
with zero or five held class reunions on
Oct. 6- 7. Members from all classes
gathered for a reception in Hulston
Hall in Friday evening before moving
to individual class events. Classmates
shared memories and stories late into
the night, attended Law Day and the
Mizzou v. Oklahoma State football
game on Saturday. • On Sept. 28 -29 ,
2001, all classes ending in one or six
will convene in Columbia for class
reunions. Make plans now!

!ALUMNI
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The Annual Alumni Awards were presented in the Law Schoofs courtroom tl

El

[I]

[I]

Citation of Merit

Distinguished Recent
Graduate Award

Distinguished
Non -Alumnus Award

G eo rge E. Ashley, '48
C laire C. McC askill , '78

Valencia

J. Broadus, '9 7

Claire McCaskill, '78, 111ith A ndy See, '78, and Km Dea 11

Hu g h E. Ste ph enson Jr., M .D .

0

H

Bill L. .

, Valencia Broadus, '97, 111it/J Km Dem i mid C

Bill 17Hm1pso11, '75, Km Dean and J udge Stanley Grimm, '59

Walter M cQJti&Ji:, '53, (i·ig/Jt) Jl'it/J K en D ean and Judg e fl ay R ichter, '76

Gco,;_qc A shley, '48

/WARDS

J

-he follo wing award recipients:

Bl

[I]

·>fthe Coif
1.ry Initiate

Order of Barristers
Honorary Initiate

Tompson , '75

Walter D. McQuie, ' 53

Curator H u..ff/J E. Stcphenso,1 , Jr., Af. D . (center) with Ted Stcphcuso11, John K. H ulston, '41, J. F H u.lstou, J une H awm and Sam H amm, '59

Order of the Coif Student Initiates
Thomas Bixby
Matthew Criscimagna
Ann Dittmeier
Heidi Doerhoff
Ginger Gooch
Thomas Greaves
Robert Kimsey
Michael Kleffner
Erik Klinkenborg
Hoyoung Lee
Bryan LeMoine
John Limbaugh
Amy Lorenz
Brian Rabineau
Timothy Reuschel
Robert Smith
Benjamin Volk, Jr.
Julie Westcott
Order of Barristers Student Initiates
Ginger Gooch
Darick Hemphill
Gary Holtmeyer, Jr.
Amilee Stuckey Kalapp
Lawrence Mook
J udge Preston Dean, '71, Cathy Dean, '82, Topper Glass, '66 and Ginny Glass

Christopher Schappe
Kirk Stange
David Townsend
Tiffanie Tucker
Elena Vega

R..obert L. Ste,mnons, '5 1, Conn ie Stemmons, A nn Taylor and Jack Taylor
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ADR and the Department of Justice;
The Earl F. Nelson Lecture

I

ADR and tl,e Fedml Go'<rnmem, Not Such Sttange

ment is encouraging

Bed fellows After All," was the topic of the Earl F.

its attorneys to settle

Nelson Memorial Lecture, delivered

ov. 9, 2000,

cases sooner. A dif-

by the third most powerful person in the U.S. Department

ference of settling a

ofJustice. Daniel Marcus, the acting associate attorney gen -

case a month earlier

eral of the United States is responsible for the oversight and

can be significant

coordination of the civil litigating components of the

savings in money and

department. These include the antitrust, civil, civil rights,

time . Since 1990, an

environment and natural resources , and the tax divisions .

ADR Act requires

Marcus said his lecture topic was fitting considering the fact

every agency to use

that MU's School of Law "is the recognized academic

ADR techniques

leader in the field of Alternative Dispute Resolution ."

where applicable.

Over the last eight years Marcus said the federal govern-

Marcus predicted

ment has been "leading the parade, rather than bringing up

more use of medi -

the rear" when it comes to use of ADR techniques by his

ation than arbitra-

department and other federal agencies. Efficiency is the

tion. In 1998,

main reason. Marcus said 20 percent of litigated cases in

Congress required all federal courts to use ADR techniques.

federal courts are those pursued by the Department of J us-

Last year, Marcus said, the Department of Justice used

tice. The sheer weight and volume of these cases required

ADR techniques in more than 2,600 cases. The department

the department to learn the value of ADR.

estimates ADR saved $11,000 and 90 hours of work per

Marcus spoke of the barriers that initially kept ADR from

Daniel Marcus

case. Marcus also spoke glowingly about other techniques

flourishing, including a mentality geared toward litigation

like conflict management, community policing and restora-

rather than mediation or arbitration. Historically the atti-

tive justice. Marcus cited the U.S. Postal Service as an ADR

tude in the department focused on the "warrior lawyer"

success story, with 17,000 workplace complaints solved

doing battle in the courtroom, an idea ingrained in our

using mediation .

popular culture from Gregory Peck to Calista Flockhart

The kind of lawyers we need to cultivate are those "who

This attitude was reflected in the curriculum and training of

know how to present their case, how to persuade and how

DOJ attorneys. Until 1996, trial advocacy was the major

to facilitate problem solving. They look people in the eye

focus of training. In addition Marcus said many young

and argue for their result but at the same time they are sen -

lawyers join the DOJ specifically to get trial experience.

sitive to the views of others and work to accommodate

Even the awards and special titles are given to DOJ attor-

them. These are the lawyers who are most productive in

neys who "prevailed in adjudication."

resolving disputes and in achieving the goals of their

So what sparked the change in attitude about ADR?

clients," Marcus said. "Our goal is for the next generation

Marcus said the techniques save time and money for the

of lawyers and the next ge neration of citizens to know a

government. Currently settlement is the norm rather than

more cooperative and a more peaceful

world." ■

the exception. Less than 1 percent of civi l cases involving
tl1e government ever reach trial. Now in fact, the govern-
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e's Missouri's $99 -million man. He's a rising star
in national politics, with connections to the top
political leaders in America. He helped George W.

Bush win the Oval Office by raising a record-shattering
amount of money during the 2000 presidential campaign.
Meet Jack Oliver, '98. Power, perception, glamorous good
looks, access to the national stage.. .and he's only 31. If you
are active in politics, regardless of your party, you know of
his stunning accomplishments . He's been in the trenches
for the Missouri Republican party for more than 10 years,
working for stalwarts like former U.S. Sen. John C. Dan forth, U.S. Sen. Christopher "Kit" Bond and U.S. Attorney
General John Ashcroft.
Political Pedigree

Our story begins Jan. 25, 1969, in a pair of Mississippi

Campaign Crunch

But law school was a tricky proposition for Oliver. "I had
been doing politics before I went to the Missouri Law
School. I did law school in between campaigns, on a parttime basis while I was still very involved in the political
world ." As an undergraduate political science major at Vanderbilt, Oliver had sown the seeds of his future. He volun teered for Sen . Danforth's 1988 re-election campaign . He
did internships in the offices of Sen. Bond and the late Rep.
Bill Emerson. Upon graduation in 1991, he went on the
campaign trail with Sen. Bond. In 1992, he was deputy
finance director for Bond's re -election campaign. But
Oliver knew where he was headed. "I wanted to go to
Columbia, to the MU Law School. My Dad had gone there
when it was in Tate Hall."
While in law school Oliver worked in Jefferson City

River towns. Jack grew up in Cape Girardeau and St. Louis.

and then for former Sen. John Ashcroft. "I knew what I

Like the waters of the Big Muddy, politics flow through his

wanted to get out of law school, and I was blessed by pro-

family tree. He's a fifth generation lawyer, his father, John,

fessors who were willing to help me juggle work and school

graduated from the MU School of Law in 1968. His

at the same time, and a great group of friends without

mother, Rosemary, an interior designer, is the founder of an

whom I never would have made it through law school."

organization called Hope Unlimited, a tutoring program

His advice for law students: "It's a great experience that I

for disadvantaged children in St. Louis County. She was an

would encourage students to enjoy fully. Legal training is a

alternate delegate for Missouri in the last national election .

very good mental exercise. It is good training in terms of

Jack's great-great grandfather was a state senator with con -

thought processes, and mental organizational skills."

nections to William Jennings Bryan. Bryan was a U.S. con-

Oliver says the skills he learned in law school help

gressman and three-time Democratic presidential nominee.

him to this day. "Law school is a wonderful training process

His great-great grandmother, Marie Watkins Oliver,

for making decisions and arguments based on logical pat-

designed the state flag of Missouri. That's some political

terns and learning to build an argument. That piece of

pedigree.

knowledge is helpful in whatever profession you enter, from

So it's no surprise that Jack Oliver chose politics as
his profession, and the MU School of Law to help him on

politics, to sales, to the le~al profession.
So did Oliver ever consider working in a traditional

his way to the top. "I chose the Missouri Law School

law firm environment? "I never even really thought about

because my family has a longtime affiliation with the Uni-

it. It's obviously an honorable and respectable career to do

versity of Missouri and it is an outstanding place to go to

that, but I am, and always have been, more interested in

school. For me, law school was a natural," he said.

public service . I knew this is what I wanted to do because
Transcript
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went to Austin to serve as a deputy for Texas Gov. George
W. Bush's longtime friend Don Evans. When Evans became
presidential campaign chairman, Oliver was named national
finance director. Oliver led the campaign to break all presi dential fundraising records. They raised $37 million in 120
days and a total of $99 million.
What's his secret for fundraising success? "The key to
it is setting goals, putting plans together to achieve goals
and involving as many people as possible. We did it in a
non-traditional sense. Instead of having a hierarchical structure we had literally thousands of people who agreed to go
to their friends, family and associates and try to raise small
amounts of rnoney- $8,000 to 15,000 in $1,000 checks.
I like to say behind every check there is a willing heart and
someone who believes in President Bush . It was a big team
effort where no one was really concerned about who got
the credit. We did everythi ng we could to encourage as
many people as possible to participate."
Campaign Finance Reform
How does the record-breaking fundraiser view the efforts
toward campaign finance reform? At press time, the
McCain-Feingold bill, with its ban on soft money had
passed in the Senate. Soft money is contributed and spent
for what is sometimes called party building purposes rather
than for a particular candidate; hard money is disclosed
my kind of interest in life is people; helping people and

publicly in accordance with campaign finance laws. Oliver

working with and for people. Politics is a wonderful way to

said he has no problem with disclosure of all contributions.

get involved and try to make a difference in your local com-

"We are in the first stage of a debate process. I believe

munity or in your state, or in the country," Oliver said .

very strongly that people need to know, and have instant dis-

"My reasons and passions are driven by being involved in

closure of the funds that candidates for office raise. We need

this process."

to do everything we can to utilize tools such as the Internet
to make sure that information is available, and people can see

Show Me the Money

and make judgments on their own. I have a strong faith in

One of the talents Oliver brought to the process is an

the American people and their abi lity to make good judg-

incredible knack for fundraising. His skill is practically leg-

ments about candidates and situations and influences."

endary. He raised $3 million for then Sen. Ashcroft in the

He also pointed out another way to fight fundraising

1994 Missouri Senate race. When Ashcroft dropped out of

abuses. "We have an opportunity for voters to reform cam -

the running for the presidency, Oliver went national. He

paigns every two years in Congressional races and every four
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years in other races," he said. "We'll have to wait and see

tions in Missouri for the state senate. "For the first time in 52

what the impact is, but it will probably change the way some

years, we were able to in a small way help Missouri Republi -

campaigns are done, and probably not change others."

cans elect two Republicans and take over the chamber."

Oliver understands all the focus on his fundraising
talent, but is quick to point out that he's played many roles
in his political career. "I have been a campaign manager, I
have been a travel aide, I have been involved in the political
side and I have been involved in the fundraising side. I've
done a little bit of everything."
Will we ever see Jack Oliver's name on the ballot in
Missouri? "It's obviously something I will look at in the
future, and sec if it is the right time in my life to go out and
see if the people of Missouri would have me as an employee
for them. But I don't have any current plans to do that.
Right now I am very focused on helping this President and
doing everything I can to support him, his administration
and the policies that we have laid out during the campaign."

TheRNC

Music Man
Friends of Jack Oliver talk about his boundless energy, his
intensity, his connections and his reputation for being
sharply dressed. They also mention his fantastic CD collection. Music is Oliver's favorite way to kick back and relax at
the end of the day. "I am an avid music fan, and I still try to
catch the Dave Matthews Band where ever I can, now that
Jerry Garcia is no longer with us." Oliver said a good book
might also do the trick.
Most important for Oliver are the relationships he's
made while in politics. "I like to travel and see my friends,
and I have groups of friends all over the country that have
been in past campaigns with me, and friends from college
and law school. It is fun to get to see people who have been
parts of my life at different times."

Oliver got his chance in January. Flush with victory in the

Oliver reflects on some of those people who have led

White House, the Republican National Committee had

him to this point. "Sen. Bond has been like a father to me,

plenty of work to do. National Committee Chairman and

and I worked and traveled all over the world with John

Virginia Gov. Jim Gilmore named Jack Oliver deputy chair-

Ashcroft. I am so proud of him in the attorney general's

man of the RNC. Oliver describes his job as a chief opera-

office. Jack Danforth is kind of an ideal, someone that I look

tions officer position. "I am the lead political strategist and

to as a leader, and the fruits of his leadership and commit-

manage and run the building for Gov. Gilmore on a day -to-

ment are still being seen. You have people who worked for

day basis."

him sitting on the U.S. Supreme Court, and now the attor-

With their President in the White House the RNC

ney general of the United States, and a sitting Senator from

takes on the role of helping the President's political opera-

the state of Missouri, so it's a wonderful family to be

tion as well as being involved in national and local cam -

included in." When it comes to Show-Me State politics, Mis-

paigns, from "the courthouse to the White House" as

souri's Jack Oliver can count himself as a favorite son.

■

Oliver says. "For somebody who is interested in politics, it's
kind of a dream situation because you get to be involved in
campaigns all over the country as well as supporting the
political goals and strategies of the President. It is a wonderful opportunity to stay involved and work with the
administration as well as keeping my interest and involvement in campaigns all across America."
Particularly satisfying for Oliver were two special elcc-
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Going Portable: A New Look for
Continuing Legal Education
Wilson Setser has 20 years of legal

he market for continuing legal education providers continues to tight-

experience. Originally from Springfield, Mo.,

en and get more competitive.

she graduated from Southwest Missouri

"Every local bar association offers pro-

State University in 1976 with degrees in

grams ... there are a lot of quality programs

English and political science. After gradua -

out there," MU's director of CLE Tamra

tion Wilson Setser worked as a legal reporter

Wilson Setser, '81, says. She hopes to devel -

for the Springfield Daily Ne111s and as a

op niche markets, including doing in -house

reporter/ producer with the PBS affiliate in

training; going to either larger firms or a col -

Springfield on legal documentaries. That

lection of firms interested in CLE programs.

sparked her interest in law school.
She graduated from the MU School

"I am hoping to take us into complex areas
that arc highly specialized and focus on

T11111m I-Vi /s011 Setser, '8 1

of Law in 1981, and then clerked for the

ADR, since this is the third year the Center

Hon. Joseph E. Stevens Jr. of the U.S. Dis-

for the study of Dispute Resolution has been

trict Court for the Western District of Mis-

ranked

o . l in AD R specialty."
In -house CLE is appealing for practicing lawyers,

souri. "He was a wonderful mentor and teacher," Wilson
Setser says. When her clerkship ended in 1983, she went to

she says. "You walk down to t he conference room, spend

Omaha, Neb., and joined Erickson & Scdrstrom, focusing

two hours and if you do that once a month for four
months, you have enough hours, when coupled with your

her practice on civil litigation , including work on the only
impeachment of a public official in Nebraska in the 20 th

self study, to have satisfied Missouri or Kansas requ ire-

century.

ments. If you look at the cost for a hote l-based program for

She and her husband , Henrv Setser, now a partner

40 firm members, firms arc spending $15,000 to $20,000

with the Lathrop & Gage firm came back to Kansas City in

for CLE; we can meet their needs for a lot less with in -

1988 , and Wilson Setser became a partner in the firm of

house." The in -house programs are also ta ilored to the

Hillix, Brewer, Hoffl1aus, Whittaker & Wright". "I again was

fir m 's in terest and one of the most "exciting new offer-

blessed to work with some of the finest lawyers ever," she

ings," she says, "is negotiation skills training based on the

says . Wilson Setser was active in recruiting and associate

Harvard model."

training at Hillix and continued in that role after Hillix

As a compliment Wilson Setser plans to focus on
young associate development. "There is still a tremendous

merged with Morrison & Hecker in 1998.
Throughout her career she has been involved in

learning curve your first three to five years out of law

alternative dispute resolution . "As I had become a mediator

school. If you are luckv you wind up working with a senior

and done a lot of arbitration work it made sense for me to

lawyer who is a good teacher and patient," Wilson Setser

come the University because of the Center for the Study of

says. "If t hat attorney has too much on his or her plate,

t he D ispute Resolution." Wilson Setser conducts training

your training as an associate has to take a back scat. We

for the center's mediation and ADR programs and was

want our graduates to get help before they get in that first

selected to participate in the MU Global Scholars Program.

job and we hope we can be a resource for legal emp loyers ."

She and Assistant Dean Donna Pavlick will travel to Ireland
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this summer to work on a course in conflict resolution.
To find out the latest on course offerings, check
the Web site at w\\w. law.missouri.edu/CLE. There yo u will
find a calendar of the latest courses, details on each program, registration forms, course materials for courses that
you are unable to attend and information about ordering
Professor James Devine's third edition of Not-In-Mal,
available this summer.

Fall Calendar of CLE and Professional Development
Courses

9/ 11 -13

Mediation Training
St. Louis, Mo.

9/28

Basics of Cyber Law & Intellectual
Property
Columbia, Mo.

10/ 5

Advanced Mediation Trainin g
Col umbi a, Mo.

11/ 7- 11 / 9

Becoming an Advocate in Labor
Arbitration Co-sponsored with the
Federal Mediation and Conci liation
Service
St. Louis, Mo.

Transcript
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Attention Snowbirds
Spending the winter in a warm climate is especially appeal-

with the dates you may be reached at that address. In the

ing after the last winter central Missouri experienced. If

future, mail will reach you as you move from one location

you have a secondary address during a portion of each year

to the other. Please mail to Alumni Office, 233 Hulston

and want to remain in contact with the School of Law,

Hall, Columbia, MO 65211 or e-mail:

please forward your alternate address to the school. Please

MULawEvents@missouri.ed u.

■

send your name, secondary address and telephone number

Send in your
email addresses
The School of Law has collected 1,500 alumni email addresses and occasionally uses this method for immediate
contact from the dean. If you have an email address and have not received updates from the school, please forward your email address, or any address changes, to MULawEvents@ missouri. edu .

•

lfl

Last call on the
2000 Alumni Directory
Stay in touch with your classmates with the 2000 School of Law Alumni
Directory. Your purchase includes a bound copy and access to a searchable
electronic form of the directory on the Law School's Web site. A password
will be sent to you with the directory. If you wish to purchase a copy, please
send $35 to Alumni Office, 233 Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.

Xr:ws
Ticket to ride: 3L wins Antitrust writing competition

rirJII

u

elcphoning for concert tickets

to sue under the Sherman act, and the court

might not bring to mind antitrust

said the plaintiffs as ticket purchasers were

issues, but a case note on the topic

indirect purchasers of the ticket so they did -

was music to the ears of the ABA. ccThe Indi-

n't have standing," Kingsbury said.

rect Purchaser Doctrine: Antecedent Transac-

"The court said it was the concert venue

tion?," written by Missouri Law Review

that were the direct purchasers, and they

Editor-In -Chief Jill S. IGngsbury took first

would be the plaintiff to bring a suit, not the

place in the AJ3A's Section of Antitrust Law

ticket purchasers. I argued that what Ticket-

student writing competition. The first prize

master was selling was a service. They were

included $1 ,000 , along with airfare and

selling the convenience of not having to go

accommodations allowing Kingsbury to pick

stand in line at the ticket counter. There is

up the award at the group's 49th annual Leader-

no possible way you can have a re-sale of a

Jill S. Kingsbury

ship Luncheon and meeting in Washington,
D.C. on March 29.
Her keen interest in economics and a summer job for the

service. You can only be a direct purchaser of
a service. It's like a haircut: you can't resell it."
You can find Kingsbury's case note at ( 65 Missouri Law

Department ofJ ustice also played a part in her selecting

Review 473, Spring 2000 ). As far as her future interest in

antitrust as the topic for her case note. Before law school,

antitrust law, Kingsbury said she is going to wait and see.

Kingsbury attended MU for her undergraduate degree,

"I'm not sure I'm going to pursue antitrust. My experience

then attended the University of Indiana to work on her

in Chicago was very paper-intensive-documents, docu -

doctorate degree in economics. During her second year of

ments, documents." But she said the award is a great

law school IGngsbury decided to apply for a summer posi -

honor. ■

tion with the Department ofJustice. "I thought my best
shot would be antitrust because of my background in economics, so I picked a case to write about antitrust so that if
by chance I would get an interview, I could have something
to talk about."

It worked. She received a job offer to work in the DOJ
field office in Chicago. The case note deals with Campos v.
Ticketmaster Corp. , in which a divided 8th Circuit panel
formulated a new rule for determining \vhether plaintiffs
have standing to seek damages for antitrust violations. The
suit dealt with an action against Ticketmaster's service
charge.
"The indirect purchaser doctrine says that only the direct
purchaser from a monopolized product can have standing

Transcript
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Bronze l(ey Awarded to Student ABA Division
It)s not the proverbial ((Key to the City))) but it might unlock some important doors.
he American Bar Association has awarded the

Klinger says the student ABA division also just separated

Bronze Key to the MU law student division . The

from the Student Bar Association to further increase stu-

Bronze Key is given for strengthening law student

dent involvement.

participation in programs and activities of the student ABA

MU law students are involved in leadership positions

division. The Bronze Key is also a symbol of a commitment.

with the eighth circuit student ABA. lQinger and member

Members of the student division encourage educational and

Mike Payne are running for student liaison positions. Jill

professional development among their fellow law students.

Bates (2L) and Lakeila Simmons (3L) are lieutenant gover-

The governor of each circuit nominates law schools for the

nors for the eighth circuit. Students from the MU student

award.

division of the ABA have attended the spring and fall eighth

The MU School of Law had the largest increase in mem -

circuit meetings in 2000 and 2001, as well as the national

bership among law schools in the eighth circuit. There are

ABA meeting in New York City. At both the spring and fall

now 202 members as of February, up from 78 members in

meetings, students participate in community service proj -

September 2000 . That's an increase of 124 students or 159

ects. Up next for the award-winning group: a meeting this

percent. Student Division President Josh Klinger attributes

summer in the windy city of Chicago.

the success to recruiting efforts during lL orientation.
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Speaking in Seattle

r.JII
g

itle VII Discrimination claims related to
employer grooming codes-that "hairy" issuetook 3L student Michelle Turner to Seattle in

November. Her 70-page paper on the topic won her a
trip to the National Communication Association Conference in November 2000.
Turner wrote the paper for her Gender and the Law
class taught by Professor Christine Wells. It's being pub lished in the Cardozo Women ,s Laiv Journal. The main
focus of the paper is litigation surrounding policies that
prohibit all braided hairstyles, which have a unique
impact on black women. "The way we approach Title VII
claims doesn't allow plaintiffs' clajms as black women,
but rather as black people or women," Turner said. Her
paper argues for the intersection of the two options,
combining gender and race for a claim.
Her paper takes a close look at the 1982 case Rogers v.
American Airlines. "That was a starting point, we've seen

Michelle Tttrner

other hair cases since then." Turner said policies that

She was familiar with the National Communication Asso-

uruquely impact black females are being litigated more

ciation and submitted her paper to the communication

often now. "There is a high school case recently where a

and law student division. "The way you wear your hair

young woman wasn't allowed to wear an African head

and how you present yourself in the form of appearance is

wrap because it violated a no hats policy. Even though it

a form of expression," Turner sajd_ Her winning entry

was clearly different, it was reflective of her heritage. It

resulted in an offer to the annual conference in Seattle

wasn't a ball cap, and they held to the policy even though

where she participated on a panel answering questions on

they conceded it wasn't disruptive in any way."

legal case studies in communication. Professors and

Turner said many of these policies look neutral. They

undergraduates from across the country attended the

often state that no one can wear anything on the head,

conference. MU, the Student Bar Association, the Grad -

but some policies can have a unique impact on a person's

uate Professional Council , the Graduate Students Associ -

racial and gender identity. "Hair litigation has increased

ation and the Law School all contributed funds to her

as we've become more diverse, and issues that challenge

trip. Turner sajd tl1e feedback at the convention was help-

cultural norms and standards for what is appropriate in

ful in revising her paper.

the workplace will be litigated," she said. "We will have

As for the future, Turner said she is takjng the Texas

more people with appearances that are contrary to the

bar exam in July. "I have been actively seekjng legal

prevailing norm as we become a more diverse culture."

emp loyment in Texas, though that's difficult to do from

Turner was a speec h communication major at MU.

so far away. Currently I am trying to crack it."

■
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LLM Graduates Spring Forward
From San Juan to Seattle, from Birmingham to Boone County, the recent LLMgraduates from the School of Law are spreading
their newfound knowledge and know-how across the United States and its territories. In spring 2000, six graduates of the program were awarded their LLM certificates. Where are they now? Transcript talked with each of them to hear about their progress.
Art Hinshaw, of Columbia, Mo., is the director of the MU

Then before accepting his current position, Gerardo trained

Campus Mediation Service, a mediation program that han -

mediators for tl1e Department of Consumer Affairs of

dles faculty and staff disputes on campus. He is also the

Puerto Rico.

training coordinator for the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution, working on CLE and other educational pro-

Mary Ellen Reimund, of Seattle, is currently an assistant

grams. Hinshaw is finalizing a report he co-authored with

professor of law and justice at Central Washington Univer-

former Professor Bobbi McAdoo for the Missouri Supreme

sity. In addition to teaching, she is the director of CWU's

Court ADR Committee entitled Attorney Perspectives on

Law and Justice Program at SeaTac Center just south of

Rule 17 and Its Effect on Litigation in Missouri. The report

Seattle. Her primary research interest is mediation in crimi -

is an empirical analysis of Missouri trial attorney attitudes to

nal justice with an emphasis on restorative justice. Reimund

ADR that will contain recommendations for improving and

has also been making presentations at national conferences

increasing the use of Rule 17 in Missouri civil litigation .

and conducting statewide training on those research topics.

Donna L. Pavlick, of Columbia, Mo., is the assistant dean

Stephen J. Stark, ofJefferson City, Mo. , is in transition to

for student affairs in Admissions and Career Services at the

a new job as mediator for the State Division of Workers'

MU School of Law. Prior to earning her LLM, she was

Compensation. He will be mediating disputes that typically

statewide director for rwo major private medical service

concern medical treatment and disability issues. The pro-

providers and also served as an adjunct faculty member at

gram is set up by the state government in order to assist

the MU School of Health Related Professions.

employees, emp loyers and their insurance companies in

A longtime advocate for persons with disabilities, she was

arriving at satisfactory agreements without the necessity of

appointed by the late Gov. Mel Carnahan to a four-year

litigation. Stark said this position will all ow him to put to

term on the Governor's Head Injury Advisory Council.

use the practical app lication of his mediation training

Pavlick currently serves on the City of Columbia's Disabili -

gained through the LLM program .

ties Comm ission.
Lewanda VanPelt, of Birm in gham, Ala., has been presentGerardo Pico , of San Juan, Puerto Rico, has accepted a

ing negotiation seminars to public officials, teaching them

position with the Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce to

negotiation skills in dealing with the public. Since gradua-

provide legal and legislative counseling. He will also direct

tion she has presented at sem inars for the Missouri City

its new Center for Dispute Resolution. In addition, Pico is

Managers Association, the Alabama Association of City and

involved in teaching mediation skills at the Inter-American

County Managers and in September she wi ll help train a

Un iversity of Puerto Rico School of Law. The university's

group of city managers from across the nation at an annual

Institute for Dispute Resolution trains anyone interested in

conference in Salt Lake City. The International City and

serving in tl1e courts of Puerto Rico as a mediator. Gerardo

County Managers Association, based in Washington, D.C.,

taught mediation and negotiation at the Inter-American

will sponsor that conference. What does the future hold for

University when he graduated last spring with his LLM.

VanPelt? This fall she is considering teaching some adjunct
courses in negotiation at Cumberland School of Law.
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Call to Duty; MU alum Joe Maxwell
elected Lt. Governor

g

t sounds a bit like a script from

received a call to duty, active duty that

Hollywood. A rural mail carrier

is, with the Missouri National Guard.

and small business owner sees

His next call to duty led to a 10-year

how government affects his friends and

legislative career. Ma:x.·well was elected as

neighbors and decides to do something

a state representative in 1990 and 1992.

about it. This kind of decisiveness led

Then he was elected to the state senate

Joe Maxwell , '90 to law sc hool. That

in 1994 and 1998, and served until his

path then led him to the top corridors

election as lieutenant governor. As a leg -

of power in the state of Missouri. Voters

islator, Maxwell sponsored the Chi ld

of the Show-Me State elected Maxwell

Protection Act, which gives stronger

lieuten ant governor in November.

protection to kids who are reported vic -

Maxwell earned his law degree at MU

tims of neglect and abuse. Maxwell also

14 years after his undergraduate degree.
He grew up on his family's farm in Rush

sponso red welfare reform and the
Patients Bill of Rights. Future goals for

Joe Max J11ell, '90

Hill and received a bachelor's degree in sec -

Maxwell include working for better gov-

ondary education from MU . After graduation from law

ernment services for seniors and early childhood develop-

school , Maxwell went into private practice . Shortly after

ment

programs. ■

becoming partners with Mexico attorney Ann Hagan, he

Law alumni and development office expands,
hiring new positions

lfll

our MU School of Law has grown in many ways

IJ'~ since 1988 when moving into Hulston Hall.

Recently the Law School and MU's University

together to plan special events, build stronger tics with
alumni and increase private funding for the Law School.
The director of external relations will be responsible

Development Office moved into a cooperative agreement

for developing, writing and editing publications including

to add two new staff members to enhance alumni and

the Transcript magazine, planning and coordinating events,

development services.

and enhancing contact with School of Law alumni. The

The School is adding to the development office,

development officer wi ll serve as an account executive in

which currentl y includes a director of development posi -

School of Law fundraising working with contributors for

tion, held by Janie Ausburn Harmon, and an administrative

major gifts, annual gifts , corporate and foundation gifts . A

assistant position, held by Elaine Lirwiller. The expansion

JD degree is preferred for both positions. You may find

allows for a director of externa l relations and a develop -

more details on MU Human Resources home page:

ment officer. The four staff members will work closely

http:/ /web.missouri.edu / - hrswww.

■
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1950s

their professional and civic activities. Graham is a sen ior
partner at Gray, Ritter & Graham in St. Louis.

H. Murray Claycomb, '55, is the Arkansas Bar Association
president-elect designee. He will assume the office of presi-

Keith Blackwell , '66, is president of Amresco Inc. of Dal-

dent-elect of the Arkansas Bar Association at the conclusion

las . He has served as senior vice president and general coun-

of the June 2001 Annual Meeting and become president in

sel. He will also remain general counsel of Amresco .

June 2002. He practices in Warren, Ark., with the law firm
of Haley, Claycomb, Roper and Anderson. He is currently a

Maynard R. Johnson, '66, of Cincinnati, has retired after

member of the Arkansas Bar Association board of governors

34 years of practice with the patent and legal departments

and a director of the Arkansas Bar Foundation.

of what is now Aventis Pharma. He continues to do some
ad hoc work with Aventis, and plans to catch up on some of

Stanley A. Grimm, '59, of Cape Girardeau, Mo., received

the sightseeing he missed while logging an estimated mil-

the Spurgeon Smithson Award from The Missouri Bar in

lion plus air miles .

September 2000 . The award recognizes significant contributions to the administration of justice. Grimm is a senior

Philip K. Marblestone, '66, retired on June 30, 2000 ,

judge of the eastern and southern districts of the Missouri

after 34 years with Price Waterhouse and Coopers &

Court of Appeals.

Lybrand in Washington, D.C. He and his wife, Mary, have
moved to Bradenton, Fla., and enjoyed a mild winter with

William E. Rulon, '59, joined the board of directors of

many more to come.

Prandium, Inc. of Irvine, Calif., which operates full -service
and fast-casual restaurants including Koo Koo Roo, Ham-

David B. Rogers , '68, and Glen R. Ehrhardt, '85,

burger Hamlet, and Chi-Chi's. Rulon retired from Food-

announce the establishment of Rogers & Ehrhardt, LLC at

maker Inc . in 1997 where he served as senior vice president

813 Walnut, Suite B, in Columbia. Their practice includes

and general counsel for 12 years. Previously, Rulon held

general civil, criminal , trial, federal and appellate practice,

various legal positions at Ralston Purina Company, Conti-

municipal, emminent domain, personal injury, real estate,

nental Restaurants, Inc. and Jack-in-the -Box, Inc. over a

insurance, business, civil rights, human resource and

31 -year span.

employment law.

Larry L. McMullen, ' 59, of Blackwell Sanders Peper Mar-

Kenneth H. Suelthaus, ' 69, of St. Louis, has been listed in

tin in Kansas City, was named one of the Best Lawyers in

the latest edition of Best Lawyers in America for the fifth

An1erica 2001 -02 . His primary practice areas include busi -

consecutive edition. Suelthaus is noted in the publication

ness litigation , personal injury and civil litigation.

for his practice in corporate law.

1960s

1970s

Maurice B. Graham, '62, received the Purcell Profession -

John R. Phillips, '71, of Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin

alism Award from The Missouri Bar in September 2000.

in Kansas City, was selected for inclusion in The Best

The award recognizes outstanding professionalism in a Mis-

Lawyers in America 2001-02. His primary practice area is

souri lawyer who has consistently demonstrated an excep-

labor and employment law.

tional degree of competency, integrity and civility in both
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William J. Roberts, '71, of Clinton, Mo., was re-elected

recently named to tl1e board of directors of Faith House, a

circuit judge for the 27th Judici al Circuit of Missouri, for a

safe haven for children who are victims of child abuse, neg-

term ending Dec. 31, 2006.

lect or drug-abusing parents. McCarter is also me vice chair
of the board of the Missouri Children's Trust Fund, a

W. Edward Coen Jr. , '72, of Overland Park, Kan., recently

statewide organization devoted to the prevention of child

joined the firm of Ensz & Jester in Kansas City.

abuse and neglect. He and his wife, Beth, a Clayton attorney, have three daughters, Katherine, Libby and Emily.

Louis N. Lee, '72, of Dallas, is with the firm of Mc Cue &
Lee, focusing on tax and transactional law. He and his wife,

Cara L. Detring, '76, of Farmington, Mo. , has been

also an attorney in private practice, have two sons: one in

installed as president of the American Land Title Associa-

grade school and one in middle school.

tion . The ATLA, headquartered in Washington, D .C., is
the association representing title insurance companies, their

John B. Lewis, '72, a partner in the Cleveland office of

agents, and independent abstractors and land title compa-

Arter & Hadden LLP recentl y wrote a book, "Employment

nies nationwide. She is the first woman to attain the office

Practices Self-Assessment Guide," which was published by

of president in the 93-year history of ALTA. Derring was

AEGIS Insurance Services Inc. Lewis is the chair of the

recently honored in tl1e Congressional Record in the 106th

firm's Labor and Employment Law Practice Group.

Congress, by me entire Missouri Delegation in the House
of Representatives for that election and for distinctive serv-

Stephen L. Taylor, '72, was appointed by Missouri Gov.

ice in her career. Rep. Jo Ann Emerson presented the

Bob Holden to the House Apportionment Commission. As

honor. Derring is president of Preferred Land Title Com-

a member of the Legislative Redistricting Commission,

pany. She is also a member of the legal education commit-

Taylor will help redraw the state's legislative districts based

tee of The Missouri Bar.

on the latest U.S. Census data.

Dennis E. Egan, '76, has been named to Woodward and
H oward R. Maness, '73, of Doniphan, Mo., is currently in

White's Best Lawyers in America list every year since 1993,

his second term as chair of the Missouri Humanities Coun-

listed under plaintiff employment law. He works for tl1e

cil.

Popham Law Firm, which hosted an open house for 300
guests in September at tl1e firm's newly renovated space at

Randall R. Jackson, '74, received the W. Oliver Rasch

the Lucas Place builcling, located in Kansas City's historic

Award from The Missouri Bar in September 2000 . The

garment clistrict. The five -member firm , prominent since

award recognizes outstanding substantive articles appearing

1918, specializes in plaintiff's

in the Journal of The Missouri Bar. Jackson currently serves

employment, meclical negligence,

as circuit judge of Division 1 in the 5th Judicial Circuit,

product liability, business trial and

which is composed of Andrew and Buchanan counties.

appellate practice. The firm's
address is 323 W. 8tl1 St., Suite

;,oo, Kansas City, MO.

W. Dudley McCarter, '75, has been selected for me 200102 edition of the Best Lawyers of America. McCarter is a
principal of tl1e Clayton, Mo ., law firm of Behr, McCarter

Daniel K. Barklage, '77, has

& Potter. McCarter is a former president of The Missouri

been appointed municipal judge

Bar and of tl1e St. Louis County Bar Association. He is cur-

in St. Charles, Mo . Barklage con-

rently the city attorney for the City of Creve Coeur. He was

Daniel K. Bark/age, '77

tinues to practice in private prac-
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tice with Barklage, Brett, Martin & Wibbenmeyer, P.C. in

01 edition of the list of Best Lawyers in America for defense

St. C harles .

of civil litigation .

Charles W. German, '77, was named one of the Lawyers of
the Year by Missouri Lawyers Weekly for his work with clients

1980s

including Las Vegas-based Station Casinos.
Christine L. Schlomann, '80, has joined the law firm of
Craig S. Biesterfeld, '78, was selected for inclusion in the

Armstrong Teasdale in the firm 's Kansas City office. Schlo-

Best Lawyers in America 2001-02. He is with the Chester-

mann is a member of the firm's Business Services Depart-

field, Mo., firm of Blackwell Sanders Peper Martin . His

ment.

main practice area is real estate law.
Al W. Johnson, '81, of St. Louis, was named one of the
Paula R. Lambrecht, '78, has

Lawyers of the Year by Missouri Lawyers Weekly for his work

been promoted to assistant

with clients including a former vice president of the Abbot

chief counsel -human resources

Ambulance Company.

for the Missouri Highways and

Paula R . Lambrecht, '78

Transportation Commission,

Mary E. Nelson, '81, was appointed by Missouri Gov. Bob

which serves the Missouri

Holden to the House Apportionment Commission. As a

Department of Transporta-

member of the Legislative Redistricting Commission, Nelson

tion . Lambrecht was senior

will help redraw the state's legislative districts based on the

administrative counsel for

latest U.S. Census data.

MoDOT's Headquarters. In
her new position she will

Sharon K. Weedin, '82, is staff counsel for the Office of

supervise and direct legal services related to employee bene-

the Chief Disciplinary Council.

fits, employment issues and worker's compensation. She has
13 years' experience with MoDOT.

Dan R. Nelson , '83, became of a member of Lathrop and
Gage on Jan. 1 in the firm's Springfield, Mo. , office. His

Walter R. Lamkin, '79, partner in the Chesterfield, Mo. ,

practice concentrates in the areas,, of bankruptcy, creditors'

firm of McCarthy, Leonard, Kaemmer, Owen, Lamkin &

rights and commercial litigation .

McGovern is the vice chairman and secretary of the St.
Louis Sports Commission. The commission evaluates and

Sharon M. Busch, '84, has com-

bids for and then manages major sporting events that gen-

pleted the required course of

erate economic activity, attract visitors, enhance the region's

study and been awarded the cer-

visibility and encourage amateur sports. Lamkin played a

tificate in administrative law, adju-

key role in the commission's recent successes including the

dication skills by the National

U.S. Olympic Festival and the NCAA Division I Wrestling

Judicial College. The certificate

Championships. The commission has also secured the

program is designed to satisf), rec-

NCAA Women's Basketball Final Four in 2001 and the

ognized national standards for

NCAA Men's Basketball Final Four in 2005.

judicial education. She has completed her certificate program

Gerard T. Noce, '79, of St. Louis, was named to the 200044
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to be awarded in Missouri. The first woman to be

Stephen L. Hill, '86, has resigned as U.S. Attorney for the

appointed, Commissioner Busch serves on the Administra-

western district of Missouri after holding the position for

tive Hearing Commission where she hears appeals from var-

nearly eight years. He is now a partner at Blackwell Sanders

ious state agencies' decisions.

Peper Martin focusing on health care, white collar and
intellectual property issues.

Kathryn L. Bakich, '85, of Washington, D.C., and her
husband , Joshua Silver, announce the birth of their daugh -

Jeffrey A. Keevil, '86, of the Columbia firm of Stewart &

ter Michelle Elizabeth on March 17, 2000.

Keevil, was named secretary/treasurer of the newly formed
Midwest chapter of the Energy Bar Association. The EBA is

David E. Bell, '85, retired in August from the U.S. Army after

an international, not-for-profit association of attorneys in

25 years of service. He joined the U.S . Army Office of General

the field of energy law, with more than 1,800 members.

Cow1sel as associate deputy general counsel (civil works and

Keevil received the honor at the EBA's fourth annual Mid -

environment).

west Energy Conference in Kansas City. Stewart & Keevil
represent a wide range of clients in energy and telecommu -

John A. Cowherd, '85, of Mount Vernon, Mo., was

nications proceedings both in court and before the Mis-

elected in September to serve on The Missouri Bar board of

souri Public Service Commission.

governors executive committee.

Brad Douglas, '87, has joined
Kevin P. Schnurbusch, '85, is a founding partner in the

Cerner Corporation

new firm of Rynearson Suess Schnurbusch & Champion,

of Kansas City. Douglas is respon -

LLC in St. Louis.

sible for developing Cerner's relationships with federal , state and

Robert J. Selsor, '85, is chairman of the litigation depart-

local policymakers. He will also

ment at Suelthaus and Walsh P.C. in St. Louis.

work to create new strategic rela tionships with leading healthcare

Glenn A. Norton, '85, is the chief legal counsel for Gov.

industry officials, trade and indus -

Bob Holden .

try associations and other corpoBrad Douglas, '87

rate entities. Douglas formerly

Michael G. Berry, ' 86, was recently elected secretary-treas-

was regional administrator for the U.S. Small Business

urer for the Cole County Bar Association. Berry currently

Administration.

serves as vice chairman of The Missouri Bar Association's
committee for continuing legal education and is a member

Shawn Askinosie, '89, of Springfield, Mo., is starting Lost

of the labor and employment committee. His practice with

and Found, an organization to provide emotional support

Hendren & Andrae, LLC concentrates in the areas of fed-

for children who have lost a family member and are work-

eral civil practice, civil rights and civil liti gation.

ing through tl1e grieving process .

Robert J. Brundage, '86, has joined Premium Standard

Laurel E. Shealy-Stevenson, '89, of the Kansas City-based

Farms as assistant general counsel for environmental and regu -

law firm of Franke & Schultz, P.C., has been named manag-

latory compliance in Princeton, Mo. PSF is the nation's third

ing partner of its Springfield, Mo ., office.

largest pork producer.
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1990s

Richard S. Wyatt, '90, associate director of the Missouri
Small Business Development Centers , has been named busi-

Rob K. Angstead, '90, was recently elected president of

ness and industry program leader, a leadership role in Uni-

tl1e Cole County Bar Association. His work with tl1e firm of

ve rsity Outreach and Extension. Wyatt had served as MO

Newman, Com ley & Ruth, P.C. includes civil litigation,

SBDC associate director since 1989. In that role he was

insurance defense, administrative law, corporate and busi-

responsible for the internal operations of the $6- million

ness law, worker's compensation, employment law and arbi-

outreach unit with more than 33 access points. He was

tration and mediation.

instrumental in developing MO SBDC's vision, mission and
strategy and was key in deve loping the unit's information

Stacy Joffe Baris, '90, and her husband, Robert, of St.

systems and technology support services.

Louis, announce the birth of their third child, Megan
Alexis, on Dec. 13, 2000.

Philip J. Boeckman, '91, and his wife, Erin, announce the
birth of their second child, Elizabeth Grace. She was born

Michael P. Corrigan, '90, received the Lon 0 . Hocker

thi s summer in London, where Philip is based with the firm

Award from The Missouri Bar in September 2000. The

of Cravath, Swaine & Moore.

award recognizes young lawyers who have demonstrated
unusual proficiency in the art of trial advocacy. Corrigan is a

Tracy J. Cowan, '92, has been

partner in the Padberg law firm in St. Louis.

elected partner in the firm of
Thompson Coburn LLP. Cowan

Cynthia L. Dillard, '90, partner at Bryan Cave LLP in

has been an associate with tl1e firm

Kansas City, announces her engagement to Ken Parres. The

since 1992 . Cowan practices in

couple will be married June 9, 2001 , at the Lone Summit

the areas of business, railroad and

Ranch in Kansas City.

product liability litigation. Cowan
was a law clerk for U.S. District

Joe E. Maxwell, '90, newl y elected Missouri lieutenant

Judge Stephen N. Limbaugh from

governor, was named one of the Lawyers of the Year by

Missouri Lawyers Weekly.

1992 to 1994.
Tracy J. Cowan, '92

Nicholas A. Mirkay, '92, has been named a member of
J. Michael Ponder, '90, received the Lon 0. Hocker

Lewis, Rice & Fingersh, L.C. in"t:he firm's St. Louis office.

Award from The Missouri Bar in September 2000. The

Mirkay concentrates his practice in federal and state taxa -

award recognizes young lawyers who have demonstrated

tion, tax-exempt organizations and health care. In addition,

unusual proficiency in the art of trial advocacy. Ponder is a

Mirkay is the chairperson of the

partner in the Cape Girardeau, Mo., law firm of Thomas-

Tax Section of the Bar Association

son, Gilbert, Cook & Maguire.

of Metropolitan St. Louis for the
year 2000-01.

Marshall V. Wilson , '90, was recently elected vice presi dent of tl1e Cole County Bar Association. Wilson is with

Kevin A. Sullivan, '92, has been

Husch & Eppenberger, LLC and previousl y served as coun-

elected partner in the firm of

sel to tl1e Missouri attorney general. His experience is in

Thompson Coburn LLP. Sullivan

general civil litigation , bankruptcy, transactional work and

has been an associate with the firm

regulatory practice .

since 1992 and is a member of tl1e
Kevin A. Sullivan, '92
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product liability and commercial litigation practice areas.

new firm, Meyerkord & Steward, LLC will practice primarily in the areas of plaintiff's personal injury and consumer

Sharlene Roberts-Caudle, '94, was appointed managin g

class action litigation. The new firm is located at 2531

attorney at Tulare and Kings county office of Central Cali -

Hampton Ave. in St. Louis.

fornia Legal Services, Inc.

Mark A. Reiter, '97, of Kansas City, announces his new
Jeffrey T. Davis, '95, of Springfield, Mo., received the

practice, concentrating on general litigation and business

David J. Dixon Award from The Missouri Bar in September

matters as well as Internet, e-commerce and Web-related

2000. The award recognizes outstanding achievement in

matters, including copyright and trademark issues.

appellate practice by young lawyer members of The Mis souri Bar. Davis is an associate with the firm of Turner,

Daniel E. Blegen, '98, received a presidential recognition

Reid, Duncan , Loomer & Patton in Springfield.

award from the Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association
for his outstanding work as chair of the Young Lawyers Sec-

Steven C. Fenner, '95 , of Springfield, Mo., has his own

tion public relations committee. Blegen is with Rouse Hen -

practice concentrating in the areas of criminal defense and

dricks German May P.C.

worker's compensation. His office is t 1050 E. Walnut St.
in Springfield.

Wendy L. Boldt, '98, joins Blackvvell Sanders Peper Martin
in their St. Louis office as an associate in the technology

Terry M. Jarrett, '96, has been named general counsel to

and intellectual property practice area.

Missouri's Office of the Secretary of State.

Jason G. Crowell, '98, of Cape Girardeau, Mo. , was
Carolyn H. Kerr, '96, and her hu sband, John , ofJefferson

elected in November to the Missouri General Assembly as

City, Mo., announce the birth of their daughter Megan

State Representative for the 158th Legislative District in

Elizabeth on July 6, 2000.

Cape Girardeau . He is currently serving on the appropriations for education, banking and finance, judiciary and

Aaron M. Morgan, '96 and Stacy (Long) Morgan, '96,

ethics committees.

announce the birth of their daughter, Madeleine Isabelle,
on Aug. 31, 2000, in Kansas City.

Cathie St. John-Ritzen, '98, opened her solo law practice

Christopher J. Swatosh, '96, married Marcella Davenport

is elder law. She serves on the education committee of the

on July 8, 2000. The couple lives in Ava, Mo., where Chris

North Carolina Association of Women Attorneys and is a

practices law and Marcella teaches high school English.

member of the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys.

in January in Asheville, N.C. Her primary practice interest

She is active in North Carolina's 28th Judicial District Bar

Sharon L. Lewis Tompkins, '96, has become a partner of

Association and volunteers on the Pisgah Legal Services

the Washington , D.C. firm of Lewis and Tompkins, P.C.

Hotline. In May 2000 she was appointed to the Buncombe

The firm focuses on personal injury and civil litigation. She

County Women's Commission, and in October 2000 she

also announces the birth of her daughter, Zoe Love, on

was elected first vice president of the Asheville's Buncombe

Dec. 21, 2000.

County chapter of the League of Women Voters.

Geoff S. Meyerkord, '96, and John S. Steward, '96,

Matthew D. Turner, '98, joins the Jefferson City, Mo.,

announce the mergers of their St. Louis law practices. Their

office of Armstrong-Teasdale. He practices in the area of lit-
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igation , including appellate

2000s

and administrative law work.
Prior to joining Armstrong-

Amanda L. Grellner, '00, accepted a position in May

Teasdale, he was an associate

2000 with the firm of Lowell McCuskey in Linn, Mo. She

with Freshfields Bruckhaus

has a general practice.

Deringer in Paris where he

Matthe111 D. Turner, ' 98

practiced in the areas of inter-

Tyson H. Ketchum, '00, joins the firm of Armstrong-

national construction, project

Teasdale in the firm's Jefferson City, Mo., office. He con-

finance and arbitration.

centrates his practice in the area of litigation.

Joe W. Vanover, '98, has

R. Scott Kimsey, '00, joins the St. Louis office of Black-

become a shareholder in the firm of Witt, Hicklin and

well Sanders Peper Martin as an associate in the technology

Vanover, P.C., in Platte City, Mo.

and intellectual property practice area.

Lyudmila F. Botchkareva, '99, ofJuneau, Alaska, and for-

Rebecca Navarro-McKelvy, '00, joins the litigation

merly of Vladivostok, Russian Far East, was sworn in on

department of Armstrong-Teasdale in St. Louis.

Nov. 8, 2000, as a member of the Alaska Bar. The Alaska
Bar Association says Botchkareva is the first Russian admit-

John M. Limbaugh, '00, joins the St. Louis firm of Gal -

ted to the bar's regular membership since 1896. Lyudmila

lop, Johnson & Neuman as an associate in the litigation

came to the United States as a Fulbright Scholar.

department.

Kerry Patrick Douglas, '99, was elected president of the

Michael J. Sudekum, '00, joins Davidson, Schlueter, Man-

Missouri Board of Bar Examiners. He has been on the

del and Mandel in St. Louis as an associate. Sudekum will

board for four years. He is with the firm of Douglas, Lynch,

practice in the areas of worker's compensation, personal

Haun & Harksey P.C.

injury and bad faith insurance claims.
Alicia Embley Turner, '99,

David A. Townsend, '00, announces his marriage to Kerry

joins the Jefferson City, Mo.,

McClintic on Nov. 25, 2000. Townsend is an associate with

firm of Newman, Conley &

Ford, Paushall and Baker in Columbia.

Ruth . She will practice in the
areas of estate planning, civil
litigation and administrative
law. She joins the firm after a
year of practice in Paris with
an international law firm.
A licia Embley Turner, ' 99
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Richard A. Erickson, '36, of Kansas City, died Feb. 5. He

veteran and practiced law in Kansas City for 38 years. In

was 87. Erickson was a retired attorney and real estate

retirement, he and his wife of 54 years enjoyed extensive

developer. Born in Independence and a graduate of William

world travels and pursued his lifelong love of fishing. His

Chrisman High School, he attended Kansas City Junior

wife, Roberta (Bobbie ) Piper Christen, BS Ed '47, survives.

College and the University of Missouri-Columbia. Erickson
married Elizabeth Anne Marshall of Lincoln, Kan., on April

Paul R. Shy, '5 0, of Kansas C ity, died Dec . 27, 2000. He

19, 1941. She died in November 1990. Erickson was a life-

was 77. Shy was born in Breckenridge, Mo., and attended

long Republican and served in numerous leadership roles

grade and high schools in Chillicothe, Mo., where he prac -

with the Young Republicans and the Jackson County

ticed law with is father, Joseph Shy, and moved to Kansas

Republican Committee. He was a spokesman for the Mis-

C ity, Mo., to serve as assistant U.S. attorney. He became

souri Delegation to the Republican National Convention in

general counsel at Commerce Bank and later became head

Chicago in 1960 .

of the Trust Department. Shy recently received the James
T. Britt Memorial Award for his work in the Missouri

George H. Hunker, '36, of Roswell, N.M., died Jan . 11.

Lawyers Assistance Program . He was a founding member

He was 86. Hunker was born on Sept. 1, 1914, in Las

and president of the Legal Aid and Defender Society of

Vegas, N.M., the son of a lawyer. His wife, Margaret Klett,

Kansas City. To many, Paul Shy was considered the Easter

whom he married Dec. 21, 1940, survives. The Hunkers

Bunny; for more than 20 years Shy decorated hundreds of

first settled in Santa Fe, where he was appointed to the

intricate Ukranian eggs called Pysanky and left them hang-

office of assistant state attorney general. Hunker was named

ing on Easter egg trees for children in southwest Kansas

one of the Best Lawyers in New Mexico; was a member of

City and Overland Park, Kan., to find on Easter morning.

the American Judicature Association; member of both the

His wife, Gloria Shy, survives.

American and New Mexico Bar Associations; and served as
president of the Chaves County Bar Association. In 1991,

Lynn M. Ewing, Jr., '54, of Nevada, Mo. , died Feb. 17,

he became a New Mexico Board of Legal Specialization

2001. He was 70. He was the son of Lynn M. Ewing, Sr.

Recognized Specialist in Oil and Gas Law.

and Margaret Blair Ewing Coffey, and the nephew ofJames
T. Blair, former Missouri governor. After graduating from

M. Charles McCarthy, '39, of North Platte, Neb., died

Nevada High School in 1948, he attended Princeton Uni-

Sept. 18, 2000. He was 86. McCarthy was born Sept. 12,

versity where he received a bachelor of arts degree in 1952.

1914, to Charles Michael and Jessie Murphy McCarthy of

He graduated second in his MU Law School class and was a

Farmington, Mo. He graduated from Farmington High

member of Phi Beta Kappa and Order of the Coif.

School and MU before obtaining his law degree in 1939 .

Ewing entered the U.S. Air Force and served as an attor-

After law school, McCarthy became a special agent for the

ney in the Judge Advocate General Corps until he returned

FBI. He was an agent for the O.S.S. during World War II.

to Nevada in 1956, when he began the practice of law with

He moved to North Platte, Neb., in 1946 and was associ-

the firm of Ewing, Ewing and Ewing, Carter & Wright. He

ated witl1 the law firm of Hollman & McCarthy. He was

continued to practice law with the Ewing Law Firm until

associated with the McCarthy, Gale and Moore Law Firm

hi s death. He served as general counsel to Farm & Home

when he retired. His wife, Hazel, survives.

Savings Association for

24 years, was a board member for

15 years and served as president for two years. He was
W. Ernest Christen, '47, of Lee's Summit, Mo., died Dec.

elected to the Missouri House of Representatives in 1959

18, 2000. He was 77. Christen was born Aug. 2, 1923 at
his family farm near Clinton, Mo. He was a World War II

and served three terms representing tl1e citizens of Vernon
and Barton counties. Ewing was appointed by Gov. Warren
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Hearnes to serve on the Missouri Land Reclamation Commission and by Gov. Mel Carnahan to serve on the Coordinating Board for Higher Education. He served as the
current chairperson of the CBHE. He received an MU Faculty-Al umni Award, served on the Missouri Law School
Foundation board of directors and was a member of MU's
Jefferson Club. He was a charter member of the MU Law
Society and Mosaic Society. His wife, Peggy Adams, survives along with three children.

Victor T. Neff, '69, ofJefferson City, Mo., died March 19,
2001. He was 57 . Neff was born March 3, 1944, in Jefferson City, Mo., the son of Victor D . and Jennie M . Clark
eff. He was a 1962 graduate ofJefferson City High
School. He also received a bachelor's degree from MU in
1966. He was admitted to The Missouri Bar in 1969. From
1976 to 1990, he was a partner with the Bushman, Neff
and Gallaher law firm. He was a partner with the Carson
and Coil law firm from 1990 to 1999. He then was
employed in the bankruptcy division of the Missouri
Department of Revenue. An accomplished pianist, he
played in the Kapital Kicks Band and was drum major of the
Jefferson City Jay Over the Hill Marching Band. He was a
member of the MU Alumni Association. His wife, Lana
Russell, survives.

Wayne M. Fairbanks, '86, of Orem , Utah, died Nov. 26,
2000. He was 50. Fairbanks was born Aug. 28, 1950, in
Boise, Idaho. He graduated from Meridian High School in
1968. He graduated from Brigham Young University
before earning his law degree at MU . He practiced law in
Oklahoma, California and Utah, and served as editor of the

Utah County Journal. He married Grace Elaine Watson in
December 1972. The couple had six children. ■
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0
0
0
0
0

,

Enter my new subscription
Continue current subscription to the Missouri Law
Review, beginning with Volume 66, 2001
I enclose $30 for a domestic subscription
I enclose $35 for an international subscription
Please send bill.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Leading articles on current legal problems
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Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Comments on legal problems.
• Casenotes and Case Summaries on significant
court decisions.

City/State/ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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0
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2nd,

0
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Print Order Form
Available exclusively to MU School of
Law alumni and friends, this limited edition
fine art print, drawn by noted artist John
Stoeckley, is hand signed and numbered.
Only 500 copies of these prints are available and when the edition is sold out no
more will be made.
Created by special commission in pen,
ink and watercolor, this rendering depicts
Jesse Hall and all MU campus buildings
that have housed the Law School over the
past 125 years. Each print comes with the
artist 's certificate of authenticity and a
reprint which identifies each building in the
collage, as well as an artist bio.
Each print is tastefully triple matted
and framed to 22 11 x 26 11 in a classic cherry
wood frame. You may choose to customize
your numbered print with a l II x 3 11 brass
plate inscribed with your name and year of
graduation. The brass plate will be mounted inside the glass and centered at the bottom of the mat.
You may select from the following mat choices:
0 Putty with Maroon and Hunter Green accents
0 Maroon with Putty and Hunter Green accents
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MU School of Law
For more information about events please call (573) 882-4374
Annual Ahunni Lw1ch at The Missouri Bar meeting

Friday, September 14, 2001

Noon

University Pla za H o lid ay Inn , Springfield

Law Alwnni Relations Committee Meeting

Friday, September 14, 2001

9:30 a.m.

U ni ve rsity Plaza H o liday Inn , Sp rin gfield

Law Library Committee Meeting

Friday, September 14, 2001

10:30 a.Ill.

U ni versity Pla za H o liday Inn , Springfield

Law School Foundation Board of Trustees Meeting

Friday, September 14, 2001

1 :30 p.m.

U ni versity Pl aza Holiday Inn Sprin gfield

Distinguished Almnni Ltmch

Friday, September 28, 2001

Featuring alumni who graduated 50 or more years ago

H o liday Inn Select, Columbi a

Class Reunions

Friday-Saturday, September 28-29, 2001

Featuring classes ending in 1 and 6

John K. Hulston Hall

Law Day Awards Ceremony

Saturday, September 29, 2001

11: 15 a.m.
6:00 pm
10:00 a.Ill.

John K. Hulsto n H all

Law Day Picnic

Saturday, September 29, 2001

11 :30 a.m.

John K. Hulston Hall

Missouri vs. Nebraska football game

Saturday, September 29

To be announced

Me mori al Stadium

University of Missouri -Columbia

LAW SCHOOL
Hulston Hall
Columbia, Mo. 65211
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